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The purpose of this project was to present a rationale for the

prescriptive counseling mode in a community college environment, to
utilize a needs assessment to determine the real counseling needs of
students at one community college, and, having assessed student needs,
to develop a prescriptive unit "Increasing Self-Confidence."

The pre-

scriptive counseling mode is a behavioral approach in which the counselor
acts as a resource and develops a series of specific suggestions or

prescriptions to bring about the desired behavior change.

of the June 197
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*

A ranking survey

graduating class of Manchester Community College revealed

that increasing self-confidence was one of the students’ greatest concerns.
The prescriptive unit was developed in an attempt to meet this need.

An

suggestions
exemplary prescriptive unit which included a series of different

their review.
was given to a sample of community college students for

possible revisions of
This sample was surveyed for information concerning
the prescriptive unit.

unit for one
Thirteen psychology students used the prescriptive

week.

unit for a) efficacy
They anonymously evaluated the prescriptive

c) having clear directions,
of the exercises, b) effects upon behavior,

community college students,
language, and format, d) appropriateness for
the unit to their friends.
and e) whether they would recommend

Student

.

evaluations resulted in the revision of two of the eighteen exercises

within the prescriptive unit.

An ancillary study involved a pre- and

post-test of The Tennessee Self Concept Scale (TSCS) with these students.
It was concluded that the TSCS may be useful for future research which

attempts to examine the effectiveness of the prescriptive unit.
A manual for professionals was developed for distribution with the

prescriptive unit.

Three professionals provided preliminary evaluation

of this manual.
The main limitations of the study included the size and composition
of the sample, the length of time that the prescriptive unit was used,

and that the prescriptive unit and professional manual were not

subjected to actual tests of their effectiveness.

Implications focused

upon the need for controlled studies with a larger and more diverse

sample of community college students, possible influence upon counselor

practice at community colleges, and programs for counselors-in-training.
The analysis of the information obtained from the evaluation forms

appeared to support the prescriptive unit.

Both the data collected

through the evaluation forms and the ancillary study provided just a

beginning for evaluation of the prescriptive unit.

The results obtained

developmental
were neither a strong support nor a strong negation of the

project.

conclusion
Further investigation must occur before any definite

may be drawn
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CHAPTER

I

INTRODUCTION

The Purpose of the Developmental Project

The purpose of this project is to:
1)

Present a rationale for the prescriptive mode in a commnunity

college environment,
2)

Utilize a needs assessment to determine the real counseling needs of
students at one community college,

3)

Develop a prescriptive unit:

"Increasing Self-Confidence," (having

assessed student needs), and
a)

develop sub-units for specific situations and specific
behaviors, requiring specific and appropriate prescriptions,

b)

give the unit to a limited sample of community college students,

c)

survey this limited sample for information concerning possible
revisions

k)

,

Suggest possible changes in the prescriptive unit.

Prescriptive Counseling
(1973)
The Prescriptive Model has been developed by Ronald Fredrickson

of the University of Massachusetts and his associates.

This is a counsel-

resource and develops
ing approach in which the counselor acts as a
change.
prescriptions to effect the client's desired behavior

It is

behaviors of students
basically a behavioral approach to change specific

2

by suggesting many possible activities, as found in "Prescriptive
Units"
such as "Does Not Participate," "Avoids Work - Procrastinates."

Although the model has been demonstrated only with younger children,
(six to twelve units proved to be successful, i.e., resulting in at

least a 50# reduction in inappropriate behavior - Fredrickson
[1973]

)

the author believes that there is nothing age-limiting in the effectiveness of the model, and that with minor modifications, the prescriptive
mode is suitable for helping college students.
The prescriptive counselor has been described by Fredrickson,

Rundberg and Wright (1974) as a "walking ERIC file or repertoire of
suggestions."

The prescriptive mode is behavioral, and open to continual

revision with the inclusion of built-in evaluation forms for each
"prescriptive unit."

Prescriptive units have been developed by the

Western Massachusetts Learning Problems Laboratory, Amherst, Mass.,
after assessing the real needs of teachers.

The format of a typical

prescriptive unit for classroom teachers includes five parts
(Fredrickson, 1974).

1)

A statement of the problem which defines the

limits of the prescriptive unit.

2)

Information about possible

motivators for the observed behavior, and the age group for which the
prescriptive unit was developed.

3)

Questions which attempt to insure

referral is
that the child is capable of changing his behavior and that
not necessary.

4)

Practical and specific suggestions, i.e.

may be used
"prescriptions," for the teacher, student, and parent which

to facilitate behavior change.

5)

A bibliography of additional

prescriptive activities.
resources and references to supplement the
identified, and possible
Thus, in each unit the specific behavior is

.
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motivators for the behavior are enumerated.

In addition* there are

suggested prescriptions to facilitate behavior change, a bibliography
of
commercial tapes, filmstrips, books and games, and finally the

prescriptive unit evaluation form.

Rundberg and Fredrickson (197M describe the role of the
prescriptive counselor in the elementary school:

—

A Prescriptive Counselor has three major functions
prescriptive consulting, in-service training, and maintaining
resource materials. The term prescriptive refers to the
consulting function wherein the counselor consults with
teacher or parent, and they mutually plan a course of action
which is a "prescription" to change the behavior of a child.
The prescriptive counselor does in-service training with
teachers or parents. This often takes the form of workshops
or other short learning experiences, such as programmed texts,
cassettes of lectures, or mini-lessons. The third function
of a Prescriptive Counselor is to develop and maintain a
collection of resources that may be used for in-service
training or incorporated in prescriptions (p. 2).

The basic idea behind the prescriptions is to provide the client

with access to new resources.

This includes specific suggestions

concerning how to effect behavior change, as well as describing access
to commercially available materials.

The Western Massachusetts Learning

Problems Laboratory has actually acted as a resource center.

Besides

the information available in the prescriptive units, commercial books,
games, filmstrips and tapes were available on loan to participating

schools
in
Rundberg and Fredrickson (197^) see the prescriptive counselor

the role of consultant to teachers and parents.

The essence of the

where both
consultation model is reliance upon a bilateral contract,
to obtain, and
parties are cognizant of what the consultee is trying

what the consultant is willing and able to offer.

An explicit contract

precludes misunderstanding and refutes the traditional
humanistic fear

of coercive unilateral control.
Although prescriptive counseling is a remedial activity, effective
prescriptions may permit the student to avoid incapacitating problems by

offering possible solutions before they become so serious as to require

long term psychotherapy.

Thus, the goals of the consultation model, as

operationalized in the prescriptive mode, appear to be at least two-fold:
1)

primary prevention, where problems are approached before they become

disabling, and 2) to provide the student with transitional support, rather

than following the traditional "sink or swim" philosophy (Oetting, Ivey
and Weigel, 1970).
The philosophy behind the prescriptive mode closely parallels the

consultation model where an outside professional is sought for advice,
information, direction, or a new perspective:
The consultation model is well established in social work and
in community mental health. There are two different forms of
one focuses on the consultee and his problems
consultation:
or his own skills, and the other focuses on the person the
consultee is dealing with. Both types of consultation might
be valuable in the university setting, depending on the problem
and on the relationship between the consultant and consultee.
(Oetting, Ivey and Weigel, 1970, p. 1*6).
The need for such a consultant role seems to be clear:
If colleges today were the small, intimate places they
were in the early 19th Century, this need (ed. note: for
advisors or consultants) could have been met partially without
formal arrangements. ... Each institution is faced with the
dilemma of either allowing students to fend for themselves or
providing more helping and advising manpower through faculty
assistance. ... Faculty members can play an important role^
in other wide
in advising, not only in (academic matters) but
1)«
p.
(Hardee,
1970,
ranging concerns of students

applicability to
Two parts of the prescriptive unit have particular
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college students:

l)

The prescriptions which include a series of

practical and specific suggestions which can result in behavior changes,
and 2)

The bibliography of available resources.

As Frederickson (197M has noted, "School counselors and psychologists

are now being asked more and more to serve (in) the role of consultant ..."
(p.

2).

He went on to say:

It is not enough to train counselors or psychologists
to be caring and loving, they must be able to translate these
concerns into specific and concrete suggestions which the
teacher or parent (ed. note: or college student) may utilize
in a direct active way.
The prescriptive counselor model
differs from most specialists in the schools in that its
focus is on what do you do after the diagnosis, what ideas,
materials , or training are available to help the parent and
teacher (ed. note: or student) in a practical way (p. 2).

Even though the prescriptive mode has thus far been confined to

elementary and intermediate grades, it is this researcher’s contention
that this direct problem-specific approach is suitable for a community

college setting, where students seek solutions to problems that may be

unique to their environment.

The author has observed that there is an

immediate need for such practical intervention at the community college
level.

The need to make additional resources, like the prescriptive

mode, available to community college students was emphasized by the

former director of the counseling center at Manchester Community College.
As counselor Regan phrased it:

"How can we meet the counseling needs of

5000 students with six counselors?

We need more support from approaches

like yours" (personal interview, 3 March 1975)*

summation, the

and
prescriptive approach sees counselors as resources of information

facilitating
suggestions, where the counselor is concerned with

relationship between
behavior change and is not solely concerned with the

6

client and counselor.

Need for the Project

A national survey was conducted of counseling services at 111
community colleges with student enrollments of over 5000.

A UU-item

questionnaire was sent to the directors of counseling at these
institutions, and 67 forms

(

60 %) were returned (Hinko, 1971)*

findings are of particular importance here.

1)

Three

The average counselor -

student ratio is l:U 00-600 (they range from a low of 1:250 to a high of
one counselor for every 1000 full-time students).

2)

Only 10-20 percent

of counseling staff time is spent in providing personal counseling.
3)

Seventy-five percent of the directors believe that the effectiveness

of their program is hindered by a lack of sufficient personnel; and almost
as many, 69 percent, believe they have an inadequate operating budget.

Table 1

Counseling Services Provided in the Large
Public Community College (Hinko, 1971)
(N=67)

Type of Service
Provided

Vocational
Counseling
Educational
Counseling
Testing
Academic Advising
Social/Personal
Counseling

Institutions
Providing
This Service
Number Per Cent

Per Cent of
Counseling
Staff Time
Spent
in Providing
This Service

Institutions
Falling Within
These Time
Ranges
Number Per Cent

67

100

10-15

36

5H

67

100

20-30

Hi

61

57
62

85

5-10
10-25
10-20

5H
Hi
U7

81
61
70

67

93
100

.
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Is there evidence that community college students have different

needs for personal counseling compared to four-year college students?

According to Bown and Richek's (1966) study, the self-esteem of male
two-year college students was significantly below that of male four-year
college students.

They had compared scores on the Bown Self-Report

Inventory (S.R.I.) of a group of two-year college students with a group
of students in residence at the University of Texas at Austin.

The

self-scale of the S.R.I. provided a measure of self-esteem and the Total
Score gave a measure of how positively respondents viewed their world.
For both of these measures, the two-year college males scored signif-

icantly below the four-year college males (N=8l in each group).

No

differences were observed for female students.

Although we cannot conclude from this one study that all community
college students have less self-esteem than four-year college students,
college
the results lend credence to the hypothesis that l) the community

student may experience a unique set of problems, or 2) the community
college
college population may be different from the four-year

population
that "There
Also citing Bown and Richek, Jones (1970) concludes
is

...

manifest a higher
ample evidence that Junior college students

than do students in other
incidence of social and personal maladjustment

educational settings.

need for
This would seem to indicate a critical

individual, aimed at helping
short-term counseling, both group and

various personal and situational
junior college students work through

difficulties (p. 13)."
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Collins (1970) elaborates upon the necessity for new solutions
in

order to meet the counseling needs of the community college student:
The ironic fact is that in most community colleges the
counselor is given an impossible Job and then is used as a
whipping boy when he fails to perform it. The 1966 Carnegie
Study on student personnel practices reported only 3,000 persons
devoting half-time or more to student personnel work. This was
in 837 Junior colleges serving 1.5 million students.
Now,
there are over 1,000 Junior colleges serving 2 million students.
By 1980 it is calculated there will be 1,500 Junior colleges
trying to meet the needs of 3.3 million students. The
Carnegie Study recommended an immediate filling of the 1966
shortage of 2,500 student personnel workers.
It was not done.
At a ratio of one professional counselor per 300 students,
the total counselors needed in 1970 would be 6,600 and by
1980 this total would be 11,100. ...
In many colleges, the general budgetary squeeze has
pushed the counselor-counselee ratio to 1:400, 1:500, 1:600.
With such numbers, all too many counselors have been boxed
in as programmers, schedulemakers , processors of students,
making the charge of their ineffectiveness and their
unimportance selffulfilling (p. 18).

The prescriptive mode may be one way to help meet the pressing

counseling needs of community college students by making efficient use
of the time resources of the community college counselor.

Introduction to the Community College
The community college population is unique in its transcience
(by definition, there are no resident students

commuter).

—

every student is a

The nature of this population is such that it is both_ more

four-year
homogeneous and more heterogeneous than the student body of a

college or university.
is a commuter

—

They are more homogeneous in that each student

sharing similar problems.

They are more heterogeneous

because the student body is widely diversified:

"cops," "freaks,

all comprise the
older students, and local high school graduates

"typical" community college class.
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In the community college, the need for a prescriptive mode of

counseling is apparent.

Open admissions policies mean that the

community college is not limited to selected students

—

so the

possible number and scope of problems that students experience is

magnified even beyond that of the traditional four-year college.
high drop-out rate is also typical of community colleges.

A

For examnle,

the "eight four-year colleges of the City University of Nev York
(i.e. CUNY) had a retention rate of 76 * during the first two years of

open admission and the seven two-year colleges had a retention rate of
60 . 3 % (New York Times, 197*0*"

Williamson and Bordin

(l9*+0)

found

long ago that counseling was effective for freshman college students.

Their subjects were 768 freshman students

(38**

pairs); one person in each

matched pair had come for counseling about educational, vocational or
personal problems.

The other non-counseled person had been matched

individually on the basis of college entrance test score, English

proficiency score, high school rank, age, sex, size and type of high
school, and college class.

Williamson and Bordin reported that the

college and
students who received counseling were better adjusted to
to 1.97 on a
were receiving significantly better grades, 2.18 compared

scale of

*+.00.

and Bordin
Campbell (1965) resurrected the data from Williamson
subjects.
study, and located 731 of the original 768

s

Eighty-four percent

questionnaire that had been
of these people completed a detailed 30 page

long structured interview.
mailed to them, and 90 % agreed to an hour
not located, 10 * would not
Because thirty people had died, seven were

non-counseled students had
cooperate, and sixty-two of the previously

10

since been counseled, Campbell analyzed counseled (N-427)
versus non-

counseled (N=29T) groups rather than analyzing the pairs and having
to
discard over 100 disrupted pairs.

He discovered that the counseled

students graduated with significantly better grades (2.20 versus 2.06 on
a scale of 4.00) and that a greater proportion of the counseled students

graduated (59 versus 48 percent).

Campbell also found that the median

income of the counseled males was $l4,6TO while that of the non-counseled
males was $13,500.

"It is painful to report that this $1,200 difference

in median income (certainly a practical difference) was not statistically

significant (p. 290)."

Campbell concluded that:

... these data indicate a very mild difference in
achievement between counseled and non-counseled students
Although the
25 years later, especially among the men.
differences on the specific criteria of achievement were
not large and often not statistically significant, they
were consistently in favor of the counseled students.
Second, the data support the general conclusion that
counseling did indeed exert a beneficial effect on the
student's achievement. This effect was most apparent on
immediate criteria such as grades and graduation but,
though it withered considerably, the impact did not
completely disappear over 25 years. This is not suprising.
Counselors are more effective in dealing with problems
immediately at hand, for college students, these
frequently concern grades and graduation.
Counseling is still best justified as an immediate
help to the student bewildered by the increasingly
complex maze of educational opportunities (p. 293)
•

The community college student often experiences a barrage of such
the
bewildering events, and the prescriptive mode may help provide

behavioral
transition from such chaos by helping students acquire
repertoire.
survival strategies and expanding their behavioral
setting, that
Snyder, Hill and Derkson (1972) found, in a university

the most frequent counseling problems were:

1.

depression, 2

.

choice

11

of major,
family.

the future,

3.

U.

studies, 5.

self-confidence, and 6.

the

Hostrop's (1970) estimation of the personal concerns of students

in two-year colleges included family relationships, drugs, sex, and

identifying personal values.

However, student concerns change, and what

was important in the past may not be the primary concern of the community

college student of today.

This was demonstrated in the author’s survey

of the graduating class of Manchester Community College, for as will be
shown, one of the students’ greatest concerns was increasing self-

confidence, or in more technical terms, increasing self-esteem or
self-concept.

Summary
In this introductory chapter, the prescriptive mode has been

defined and described.

The need for this counseling approach in the

community college has also been examined.

The possible application of

the prescriptive mode to a specific concern of community college
students:

increasing self-esteem, or "self-confidence,' will be

examined in the next chapter.

,

,

CHAPTER

II

BACKGROUND INFORMATION

The purpose of this chapter is l) to review the literature on

self-esteem, and 2) to examine the prescriptive model as it relates to
self-esteem.

Definitions of Self-Esteem
One of the earliest attempts to examine self-esteem was that of

William James, who in 1890 published two volumes. Principles of
Psychology , and defined the term this way:

"Our self-feeling in this

world depends entirely on what we back ourselves to be and do.

It is

determined by the ratio of our actualities to our supposed potentialities;
a fraction of which our pretensions are the demoninator, and the

numerator our success

;

thus

Self-esteem =

Success
Pretensions

(p.

200)."

Decades later, the sociologist G.H. Mead (193*0 defined self-esteem
as primarily the reflected appraisals of other peoole.

this paper.
Coopersmith’ s definition of self-esteem will be used in

the
By self-esteem we refer to the evaluation which
to
regard
individual makes and customarily maintains with
disapproval,
or
it expresses an attitude of approval
himself:
believes
individual
the
which
to
and indicates the extent
and worthy.
himself to be capable, significant, successful
the worthiness
of
Judgment
personal
In short, self-esteem is a
holds
individual
the
that is expressed in the attitudes
the
which
experience
toward himself. It is a subjective
other
and
reports
individual conveys to others by verbal
1967, PP* 4-5 '•
overt expressive behavior ( Coopersmith ,

Coopersmith goes on to delineate

components of self esteem.

high self-esteem have
The behavioral manifestations of
dominance and asser ^eness
been described by such terms as
described by such terms as
and the subjective state is
(Coopersmith, 1967, Pesteem and self-confidence
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English and English (1958) define self-concept as how
a person views
himself, where the "emphasis is upon the person as object
of his own
se ^-knowledge

,

^ut his feeling about what he conceives himself to be

is usually included (p.

self-esteem

or

U86).

T

During the body of this paper, the terms

self-concept" will be used as synonyms, while in the

prescriptive unit, the popular equi valent "self-confidence" will be used.

Some Contemporary Findings About Self-Esteem
Carl Rogers (1951) emphasized the importance of an accenting

atmosphere in order for people to know and accept themselves; this is

known now as one of his necessary and sufficient conditions for growth:

unconditional positive regard.

By implication, unless parents accent

their child's ideas (even if they do not agree with them) the child will
not have self-respect and his self-esteem will be depreciated

(Coopersmith, 196? ).

Having tested over 1700 children and closely examining and

interviewing 85 ten to twelve year old children and their mothers,
Coopersmith came to some new conclusions regarding the antecedents of
self-esteem.

His most crucial finding was that parents who set well-

defined limits for their children actually facilitate their child's
self-esteem:
...well defined limits provide the child with a basis for
evaluating his present performance as well as facilitating
... If
comparisons with prior behavior and attitudes.
is upheld
it
provided early, and accurately enough, and if
limit
by behavioral as well as verbal reinforcement,
definition gives the child the conviction that there is
indeed a social reality that makes demands, provides rewards,
and punishes violations (Coopersmith, 1967, P. 238).

He also discovered "that children raised in a strongly structured

environment were more rather than less independent and creative than
children reared in more permissive environments,

Coopersmith (1967) provides the research findings for these statements and elaborates upon the possible reasons for his surprising

findings that firmer and more demanding regulations are associated

with higher esteem.

He stated:

.
children interpret these limits and demands as
expression of concern . .
These children may rail and
complain against the restrictions, but they apparently
consider them expressions of parental concern and interest
.

.

.

(p.

239).

Other researchers have demonstrated some success in changing selfconcept through transactional analysis (Johnson, 1975)

»

rational emotive

psychotherapy (Katz, 197*+), regular physical exercise for men
(Rothfarb, 1970), a physical conditioning program for women (Henderson, 197M

behavior modification (Sopina, 1971) and group assertiveness training
(Percell, 1974).

These studies will now be examined.

Johnson's (1975) study examined self-concept changes of seventy-five
subjects who were given a pre-test, a two-week post-test and three-month

post-test of the Tennessee Self-Concept Scale (TSCS) and other test
The different transactional analysis interventions

instruments.

included l)
3)

a ten-hour lecture, 2)

a twelve-hour small group discussion

small groun
a ten-hour lecture presentation and twelve-hour

discussion

4)

a five-day workshop and

twenty-two hour marathon.

5)

a five-day workshop and a

Johnson discovered

that there was a signif-

with the groups receiving greater
icant difference between the test groups
significantly more than the
exposure to transactional analysis changing
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groups having less exposure to transactional analysis.

Katz (197*0 studied four fifth-grade classes of New York
City

elementary school students.

Katz discovered that a classroom program of

rational emotive psychotherapy increased the students' positive attitude
towards themselves, as measured by the Coopersmith Self Esteem Behavior

Rating Form, but not as measured by the Coopersmith Self Esteem
Inventory.

Thus he obtained partial support for rational emotive

psychotherapy as a means of effecting self-esteem.
Rothfarb (1970) administered a questionnaire designed to discriminate

between students who exercise regularly from those who do not, and the
Tennessee Self Concept Scale to a large population of male students at
sixteen colleges and universities.

He found that there was a significant

difference between the self-esteem scores of exercisers and non-exercisers,
and between the scores of occassional exercisers and non-exercisers.
"The findings suggest that a college-age man whose activities regularly

include some kind of exercise tends to like himself, to have confidence
in himself, and to feel that he has value (p. 2727)."
In a variation on the theme of the effects of physical exercise,

Henderson (197*0 examined the effects of a physical conditioning program
on the self-concept of college women.

A battery of tests including the

Rotter Internal-External Control Scale (I-E Scale), a Semantic
Differential Scale of Self, and Secord and Jourard's Body and Self
Cathexis Scale was given to a group of fifty-nine women before and after
a six-week conditioning program.

One group of 38 women was conditioned

two female
by two male experimenters and the other group of 21 women by

experimenters.

Although there were no significant differences on either
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the I-E Scale or the Semantic Differential, the
experimental groups did

rate themselves more positively on the Body and Self
Cathexis Scale at

the end of the conditioning program.
effects were

Also, the physical conditioning

significantly different between the two experimental groups,

with the group run by the male

Es_

improving to a greater extent (p<.05).

This suggests that young women will work harder for male Es (p. 3063)."

Sopina (1971) used a positive-reinforcement behavior modification

program with high school age adolescents with learning and behavior
problems.

She expected that this group would show positive increases in

self-concept compared to two other groups of adolescents, a special

education program group and a group of normal adolescents that received

individual attention.

The differences between groups approached but did

not reach statistical significance.

However, she discovered that the

amount of behavior change was reflected in change in self-concept:

"Subjects whose positive behavior increased also responded with a more

favorable attitude toward themselves in the same area of functioning.

More negative behavior was related to more negative attitudes toward
self (p. 6268-6269)

’’

.

Percell (197U) tested the hypothesis that people who are assertive
are also more self-accepting and less anxious:

Since traditional therapists often criticize behavior
modifiers for being concerned only with overt behavior and
not with cognitive and affective changes in their clients,
an experiment was conducted to see if increasing patients
number of assertive responses through group assertive training
would also increase their self-esteem and lower their general
level of anxiety. Twenty— four patients at a mental health
clinic were assigned either to an assertive training group
to 1-1/2
or a relationship-control therapy group for eight 1
measures,
hour sessions. Based on a series of self-report
significant
showed
group
training
subjects in the assertive
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increases in assertiveness and self-acceptance and
a
significant decrease in anxiety; the control groun
showed no change on the measures (p. 3030).
Thus far the review of the literature has demonstrated
that those

approaches which see the counselor as a resource person or an
"expert"
have had some success in changing students' self-esteem or self-concept.

Transactional analysts, rational emotive psychotherapists, leaders of
physical conditioning programs, leaders of behavior modification programs
and facilitators of group assertiveness training are all acting as
"experts" or resource personnel.
as prescriptive counselors.

Thus they have, in one sense, behaved

In all of these approaches, the counselor

has taken a role of active participation, prescribing specific activities
or exercises with the goal of effecting behavior change.

This focus of

the counselor or facilitator of behavior change as a resource person may

be a reason for the effectiveness of these approaches in changing selfesteem.

The Self and Behavior
One point that some educators and researchers have agreed upon is

that our self-concept has a direct influence upon our behavior.

Wylie

(1961) even defines the phenomenal self as the conscious self-concept

which determines the person's behavior.

Fitts (1965) also emphasizes

the close relationship between self-concept and behavior.

He states:

The individual's concept of himself has been
demonstrated to be highly influential in much of
his behavior and also to be directly related to
his general personality and state of mental health.
Those people who see themselves as undesirable,
worthless, or "bad" tend to act accordingly. Those
who have a highly unrealistic concept of self tend
to approach life and other people in unrealistic
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ways. Those who have very deviant self concepts tend
to behave in deviant ways.
Thus a knowledge of how an
individual perceives himself is useful in attempting to
help that individual, or in making evaluations of him
(p.

1).

Weinstein and Fantini (1970) diagram a representation of this relationship between self-concept and behavior:

Figure 1

Self Concept and Behavior (Weinstein and Fantini, 1970)
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The Prescriptive Model as it Applies to Changes in
Self-Esteem

The prescriptive model of counselinp is a behavioral approach
in

which the counselor and client determine what behavior the client wants
to change.

Thereafter, the counselor prescribes certain procedures that

attempt to meet the client's needs, evaluates the success of the

prescriptions, and changes the prescriptions as necessary.
Figure 2
The Prescriptive Model

Client
1

Specifies Desired
Behavior Change
Counselor:
If able to
complete the
contract

I

l

If not able
to complete
the contract

Referral

Counselor sets up
Prescription

New

Client tries out the
Prescription

H
5

Client and Counselor
evaluate effectiveness
of prescription
~

T
if

unsuccessful

If
successful

Renegotiation
4r

Recontracting

—
Termination
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As represented in Figure 2, the first step in the prescriptive

model is a joint effort where the client and counselor determine the
desired behavior change.
and measurable.

The behavioral description must be specific

The second step entails a decision of the counselor.

Is

he capable of meeting the client's needs and does he agree to work with
the client?

If the counselor does not agree to work with the client,

then the client is referred to others who may meet the client's needs.
This second step exhibits the honesty and ethics of the counselor.

He is

honest about whether he can help or not, and there must be some

probability of success for behavior change.
counselor facilitates making the next contact

help the client.
else's name.

Referral means that the
,

when he believes he cannot

Thus, referral is more than just mentioning someone

The third step sees the counselor giving the client the

appropriate prescriptive unit.

In order to be appropriate

,

the prescrip-

tion must be suitable for the person's age, sex, reading level, and even

possibly their socio-economic status.

Some prescriptions may be suitable

for married students, others may not.

Step four involves the client using

the prescriptive unit and returning to the counselor for the next step

evaluation.

It is the counselor's responsibility to set up this next

follow-up appointment.

For this fifth step, the counselor reviews the

client's evaluation form.

A positive evaluation is defined as a measur-

able change in observable behavior.

If the evaluation is positive, the

determine If the client
counselor and client renegotiate; that is, they
has further need for the counselor's services.

If the client has no

counseling relationship
additional needs that the counselor can meet, the
ends, and termination ensues.

If there are other needs that the client
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expresses, the client and counselor cycle through
the process again,

beginning with step one.

Should the evaluation of the prescriptive

unit show that the client has not accomplished the
desired behavior

change, then the process returns to step three where the
counselor

offers new or revised prescriptions, and the other steps follow
in turn.
The theory behind the application of the prescriptive mode to

changing self-esteem involves three components:

environmental stimuli

(S), which include the prescriptions, internal change within the

organism (0), which may be called increased self-esteem, self-concept,
or self-confidence, and new behaviors (R), which have been learned and

have become observable both to the client and to others.

represented as S-O-R (Figure 3).

This is

Thus, this is a three-component model

of behavior change and captures the essence of the prescriptive mode as

Figure

3

The Relationship Between
Stimuli, the Organism, and
Behavior

Changes in
The
Person
^

Prescriptions
S

-

0

^
-

it has been applied to community college students.

New
Behaviors
R

The model permits new

behavior (R) to result in changes in how the student feels about himself
(S).
(i.S. changes in 0), as a consequence of environmental influences

(R's) and
Thus the task of this study is to focus on those new behaviors

within the
environmental stimuli (S’s) that will change certain attitudes

organism (0).
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The prescriptive counselor assumes that man can unlearn
anything that he
has learned.

Furthermore, the prescriptive counselor has shared respon-

sibility for success or failure of this behavioral change as well as
the
person who is attempting to change.

negative connotation to the
is trying to accomplish.

A bilateral contract precludes a

manipulation

'

that the prescriptive counselor

Here the counselor is in fact manipulating

(i.e., changing) someone's behavior in the direction the individual wants

to change, and, basically, this is a humanistic enterprise.
The counselor is acting as a resource person for the client, a

source of information and suggestions on how to accomplish behavior
change.

He may establish a caring and warm environment in which the

client feels safe; but if he does not help the client to reach their

desired goals, then he has Just offered a temporary "port in a storm."
The prescriptive mode helps answer:

"After caring, then what?"

In one sense the prescriptive counselor is acting as an expert who
is the leader in the counseling relationship, and in this sense the

prescriptive counseling relationship articulates with The Life Cycle
Theory of Leadership.

The rationale behind Life Cycle Theory is that

the behavior of the leader (in this situation, the counselor) may be

effective or ineffective, depending upon the maturity level of the
follower (the counselee).

In other words, the same behavior exhibited

by the counselor may be appropriate at one point in the counseling

relationship and inappropriate at another point.

The prescriptive Model

1 and 2:
is consistent with Life Cycle Theory , Quadrants

(Figure h)

to individuals
providing high structure and high relationship behavior

who are not yet fully mature.

)
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Figure
Life Cycle Theory of Leadership
(Hersey & Blanchard, 1972)
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Hersey & Blanchard (1972) and Moore (1975) have implied, that

according to the life cycle theory of leadership, many counselors are

exhibiting inappropriate behavior.

Counselors sometimes exhibit high

relationship and low task behavior (see quadrant

3

according to the maturity level of their counselees

of Figure 4) when,
,

they should be

providing both high relationship and high task behavior (see quadrant
2 of Figure 4).

We may now recapitulate.

The counselor is the leader in the

counseling relationship, the client is the follower.

The most effective

leadership style is initially one of high task and low relationship
what is the
behavior (i.e., determine what the client is there for,
are you capable
"contract" between counselor and client, that is, what

elsewhere).
and willing to do, and what must be referred

Then the

2h

counselor soon moves into high task, high relationship
behavior (shoving
caring for the client
structure.)

as the relationship develops, while still providing

The third phase, as the client matures and becomes more

independent, involves low task, high relationship behavior on
the part of
the counselor.

The counselor is having the client become less dependent

upon him as the client matures, but the counselor is still supportive.

When the client has obtained what he wants from the counselor, the counselor
begins closure, or termination (low task, low relationship behavior.)
One can justly assume that one's client is "immature" with respect to

self-confidence.

Thus, the counselor's initial task is to provide the

structure appropriate to the client's maturity level as a follower.

The

person the counselor is working with may be mature and capable in many
respects, but he has come for help in self-confidence.
be helping if she provides the appropriate structure.

The counselor will
Thus, we have the

necessity for the prescriptive mode.
Provision for structure is particularly important in counseling
students with low self-esteem.

Recalling Coopersmith' s (1967) discovery

that high self-esteem is related to parental limits and structuring, if

the counselor is to make up such a parental deficit, then she must
structure the counseling environment.

One study does not support the

conclusion that greater structure facilitates high self-esteem.

Bouchillon

in(1970) found that client-centered (i.e. non-st ructured) counseling,

volving weekly meetings over the duration of one semester, resulted in a
of
significant (p<.05) increase in self-esteem as measured by two subscales

the Tennessee Self Concept Scale.

Bouchillon 's result was obtained with a

probation at a
small sample (N =6), and was limited to students on academic
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church related school.

The application of his findings to other
populations

is therefore questionable.

The prescriptive model may be particularly
appropriate for facilitating
an increase in self-esteem since it satisfies the
student's need for

structure.

For the author, this is not a question of taking
responsibility

away from the client, but instead it is a means of satisfying
the needs that
the client

has expressed.

The prescriptive counselor is accountable for the prescriptions.

they are not effective, then she modifies them.
then they are used again.

If

If they are effective,

They are thus accepted or rejected on the basis

of whether they facilitate behavior change.

The essence of ethical counsel-

ing is the following of a bilateral contract where the counselor and

counselee decide on a mutually agreed upon course of action based upon the
counselee's needs.

The prescriptive mode meets this crucial criterion of

counseling ethics.
Summary

This chapter has reviewed the literature on self-esteem and has

concluded that those approaches which see the counselor as an active
resource have demonstrated some success in effecting change in selfesteem.

The relationship of the prescriptive model to changing self-

esteem has been described.

The relationship between changing self-esteem

and providing structure by the prescriptive mode was concluded to be
consistent with Life Cycle Leadership Theory.

The next chapter will

describe the procedures that were used to develop one prescriptive unit
for use in a community college setting.

CHAPTER

III

PROCEDURE
The Population Being Studied

Manchester Community College is the largest two-year college in
the
state of Connecticut, and had an enrollment of

of 197^.

1+976

students in the Fall

The college offers a number of career programs (e.g.. Lav

^'^l^'oi’cement

program.

)

in addition to the standard Liberal Arts and Science transfer

Because of the diversity of programs, the college attracts

students from towns other than Manchester (a town of

1+

9,200 peonle, with

some light industry, bordering on the industrial giant, Pratt and Whitney

Aircraft.)
Hartford.

Many Manchester residents take the ten-mile commute to

.lobs

in

Ninety-five percent of the students are white, middle and

working class, and approximately seventy-five percent of the students are
employed at least part time.
The author teaches Psychology 120, "Understanding Self and Others".
The students in this course became the evaluation group for the prescrip-

tive unit; they also acted as subjects for a preliminary pilot study of
the effectiveness of the unit.

Needs Assessment
In an attempt to assess the needs of students toward developing a

series of appropriate prescriptive units, two psychology classes (one

introductory psychology, one social psychology. Total N=8o) were asked
the following questions:
for?

1)

What problems would you appreciate a "Prescription'

2)

to
What problems might be helpful for your friends (peers)

)

»
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resolve while at Manchester Community College?

(Students had been

informed about the prescriptive concept and asked to be as specific as
possible.

From the responses of the two classes, the author compiled a list
of problems that were most frequently mentioned.
areas of concern.

They comprised twelve

These areas, listed alphabetically to reduce bias of

the respondents, were:

Accurate advice about
subjects to choose

7.

Influencing teacher behavior

2.

Choosing teachers

8.

Living at home

3.

Decision making

9.

Making friends

b.

How to be more forceful

10.

Rating teachers

5.

Increasing awareness of
self

11.

Returning to school after a
long absence

6.

Increasing self-confidence 12.

1

.

Transferring

A ranking questionnaire was devised from these twelve items (Appendix A)
The questionnaire included a thirteenth item:

an open-ended response

line, in addition to the twelve aforementioned concerns.

Students were

instructed to rate these from 1 to 13 (i.e. from most to least important
1

equalling the most important concern, 2 equalling the next most

important concern, and so on).

This questionnaire was mailed to 151

June 197^
graduates, a one-in-four random sampling of the 607 member,

graduating class of Manchester Community College.

Sex distribution in

sample.
the total population was similar to that in the

The total

the sample population
population included 3^3 males (55 percent), and

included 83 males (57 percent).

A follow-up letter (Appendix B) was

the requested return date.
sent to those who had not responded by

The

.
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first letter (Appendix A) was mailed May
29, 197

1

*,

addressed envelope accompanied the questionnaire.

and a stamped, selfThe students were asked

to return the questionnaire by June 10th; those
students who had not

replied by June 17th were mailed a follow-up letter on that date
(Appendix B) in an effort to obtain as many responses as possible.

Development of a Prescriptive Unit
An attempt was made to meet one of the surveyed students’ greatest
concerns, increasing self-confidence, by developing one prescriptive
unit (Appendix D).

A manual for professionals (Appendix C) was developed

to accompany distribution of the student's manual, and it includes a

theoretical explanation for each of the exercises
The manual for professionals was developed in order to provide some

background information about the origin of the units.

The manual actually

serves an educational function by examining the theoretical base of the

exercises and introducing the prescriptive process.

This manual also

provides standardized instructions in the use of the student manual so
that counselors may use the unit in a consistant and replicable manner.

Three professionals, two highly experienced counselors and a psychology

professor at a community college, evaluated the manual for professionals.
Some findings evolved which should be considered by those readers

who may be developing their own prescriptive units.
1.

It is important to include attractive graphics as a means of

insuring interest in the unit.

Commercial materials, such as

Nightengale's (197*0 Lead The Field manual for increasing achievement
motivation, illustrate this principle.

Cartoons and pictures are built
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into the unit to maintain student
interest.

With today's action

oriented media, the student must be "seduced"
and involved through more
than just the printed word.
2.

The language used must be appropriate for the
target audience.

Technical jargon is to be avoided in the student's
manual.

The wording

of the exercises should be screened by a member
or members of the target
audience.

This student or these students should be asked to mark
the

words that they do not understand, and the wording may be
subsequently

revised by the developer.
3.

Specific exercises should be clearly delineated from each other.

Clear delineation of separate exercises avoids confusion on the part of
the student and permits them to expend their energies in working with

the unit instead of trying to understand what the exercise is about.

Thus exercises should be demarcated by numbering, changes in print type
or a verbal demarcation.
4.

Success experiences should be built into the unit.

The

developer must be careful about moving too fast and too far, because
people often regress under stress.

Small steps, assuring success, will

reinforce the student for trying new behavior.

Successfully reaching

specific goals helps the student to recognize their progress.

The ideal

situation is a "win-win" combination where the student succeeds by trying
the unit, whatever the result.

If mistakes are viewed as a normal and

expected part of learning and growth, rather than as defeat, the students
can win even if they make mistakes.
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Items which necessitate active participation
(written responses,

5.

responding to a cassette tape) should be included for student
interest
and involvement.

Places where the students can give their personal

responses must be written into the unit.

If the unit is to be their

unit, then they must be a participant in each step towards their goal.

People only take responsibility for their behavior if they feel involved
in what they are doing.

If clients are merely spectators or readers,

then the developer cannot expect much behavior change.

A behavior checklist should accompany the unit so that students

6.

may gauge their own behavior change.

The checklist lets the students see

their progress, acts as a motivator, and requires their active participaA review of the checklist also acts as an aid against self-

tion.

deception.

In other words, such a check on the checklist (See exercise

18, Appendix D) guards against the students' deceiving themselves about

their progress or lack of progress.

Such an emphasis on behavior change

is perhaps the best guarantee that the student will not fantasize about

his progress but focus upon his actual behavior.
7.

The reference books for the prescriptive unit should be readily

available to the students.

If budget considerations permit, paperbacks

may be distributed as part of the student’s package.

At a minimum, these

materials should be obtainable at the college library.
8.

A feedback form must also be provided so the developer may

revise the units as necessary.

Thus, the first part of the nrescrinti ve

describe for
unit should include examples of specific behaviors that

whom or what the unit is intended.

The body of the prescriptive unit

focus upon desired
includes specific exercises and experiments that

.
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behavior change, then the last item is always feedback
via a prescriptive
unit evaluation form.

Preliminary Assessment of the Prescriptive Unit
Responses from Students
The students in the Psychology 120 class at Manchester Community

College (N=13) included five males and eight females, with an average age
of twenty-two. They were given the prescriptive unit "Increasing Self-

Confidence:

How to Make It" for a period of one week.

During this time,

they were asked to suspend their weekly reading assignment in order to use
the prescriptive unit and to evaluate it as part of the development of the

prescriptive unit.

(For a detailed outline of this week, see Appendix J.)

An anonymous evaluation form (Appendix

F.)

was devised with items in a

Likert-type scale, in order to provide ready response from students.

The

evaluation form is designed to elicit criticism of the unit, with the
intention of revising exercises found to be ineffective.

The criteria for

evaluation included l) clear directions for using the unit, 2) clear
language, 3) having a format that was easy to follow,

4)

helpfulness of the

exercise, 5) influence upon behavior, 6) appropriateness of the package
for community college students, and j) whether they would recommend the

package to friends who wanted to increase their self-confidence.
Evaluation forms were distributed with the prescriptive unit.

The emphasis

within the evaluation form was on providing information about how to
improve the unit
read the
An attempt was made to insure that the students did actually

exercises.

examining
This was done by reviewing the evaluation forms and

.
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the details revealed in student comments concerning
the exercises
An Ancillary Study

Immediately before distributing the prescriptive unit, "Increasing
Self-Confidence:

How to Make It,

1
'

the "Understanding Self and Others"

class was administered the Tennessee Self Concept Scale in order for
the

author to examine the feasibility of the instrument for future use in

determining the influence of the unit.
(TSCS

)

The Tennessee Self Concept Scale

was readministered after a period of one

week.

Student comments were

solicited on the comprehensibility of the TSCS.

The Instrument:

The TSCS

The TSCS was published in I96U by Dr. William Fitts, to meet the need
for a standardized scale measuring self-concept.
on a sample of 628 people.

The TSCS was standardized

Included were approximately equal numbers of

both sexes, representatives of different races, economic levels, and

education levels.

However, the number of college students, white

subjects, and persons in the 12 to 30 age range were overrepresented in

developing norms for the TSCS.

The TSCS consists of 100 self-descrintive

statements through which individuals may describe their concept of themselves.

The scoring of the scale results in a variety of scores,

including a total P score which reflects the person's
self-esteem" (Fitts, 1965).

'overall level of

The total Pscore was the measure of self-

esteem used for this ancillary study.

According to Fitts, "Persons with

high scores tend to like themselves, feel that they are persons of value
and worth, have confidence in themselves, and act accordingly
1965, p. 2).

(Fitts,
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The test-retest reliability of the TSCS Total Positive Scores
(Total P) = .92, based upon testing 60 college students over a two-

week period (Fitts, 1965 ).

Preliminary Evaluation of the Manual for Professionals
The manual for professionals (Appendix C) was evaluated by three

professionals.

The evaluators included two experienced university

counselors and a psychology professor at a community college.

Summary
In this chapter, the population being studied was described.

The

author's survey to assess student needs was examined, and the prescrip-

tive unit that was developed in response to one of these needs was
introduced.

The methods for obtaining some preliminary feedback towards

further development of the prescriptive unit were also described.
next chapter will examine the results of an attempt to develop one

prescriptive unit for use in a community college setting.

The

'

CHAPTER

IV

RESULTS

This chapter will examine the findings of the survey and the

preliminary findings concerning the prescriptive unit.

Findings of the Survey

Of 151 questionnaires that were mailed to a one-in-four samnle of
the graduating class of Manchester Community College, 65 were returned.

Fifty-one were returned within a week of the requested due date, and
l4 additional questionnaires were returned after the follow-up mailing.

Thirty-four of the respondents were female, while 31 were male.

The two

mailings thus resulted in a total return of h3%.
A classification of the data resulted in the following ranking in

terms of frequency from most to least concern:
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.

6

.

7.

8.
9.

10.
11.
12.

Accurate advice about subjects to choose
Increasing self-confidence
Decision making
Increasing self-awareness
Choosing teachers
Transferring
Making friends
Returning to school after a long absence
Influencing teachers
How to be more forceful
Rating teachers
Living at home

Some of the student's comments about the need for increasing self-

confidence include:
"If there is no self-confidence, you can get nowhere on
a college campus."
"Most students have little belief in self.
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I think more self-confidence leads
to openness with
people. ... One of my major concerns when I first
came
to MCC was breaking in. I tended to stay in
the background, not talk, go straight home after class."

"From my own personal experience, I think a person is
much happier when he or she has self-confidence—when
I first came to MCC, it was hard to adjust,
everyone
seems to form their own little clicks (sic)."
One must have self-confidence or be pushed around too
easily sometimes doing things you don't like."

—

"The more self-confidence one has, the better he can
handle himself and relate to others."

Student Responses
The author's "Understanding Self and Others" class was asked for

anonymous responses to the prescriptive unit via the prescriptive unit

evaluation form.

The object of this inquiry was to obtain information

that would further develop the unit by disclosing what might need revision.
In response to the question "Were the exercises helpful to you?", the

mean student response was 1.66 on a scale of 1 to 5> with 1 being "very

helpful",

3

"moderately helpful", and

5

"not very helpful."

The mean

results for each individual exercise (using the same scale) are reported
in Table 2.

The mean ratings of the exercise were converted into standard

(z) scores.

Standard scores below -.45 became an arbitrary cut-off point

for exercises requiring revision.

Thus two of the exercises #1 and #4,

received relatively low ratings and must be revised.

Both of these

exercises were relatively short, may not have included enough examples,
and may not have required enough active participation by the student.

In

above a
contrast, the exercises that received the highest ratings, i.e.,

considerably
standard score of .45, exercises *8, 13, lU and 17, were all
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longer with much active involvement on the part of the student and

included more examples of the point being developed.

Table 2

Student Ratings of the Prescriptive Exercises

Exercise

Mean
Ratings

Z Score

Gestalt exaggeration

2.8

-.55

2.

A step at a time

1.9

.22

3.

Changing your sign

2.1+

-.21

1+.

Polarities

3.0

-.72

5.

Why change

2.U

-.21

6.

Contact & Withdrawal

2.3

-.lU

7.

Dislike the way

2.1

.05

8.

Always in a hurry

l.U

.65

9.

Failing tests

2.3

-.11+

10.

Being therapist

2.3

-.11+

11.

Teaching self-confidence

2.2

-.01+

12.

Changing crushers and shoulds

2.2

-.01+

13.

Increasing strengths

1.5

.66

lU.

Can't say "NO"

2.3

-.11+

Who's my friend?

1.7

.1+6

15.

Who I'm dating

2.2

-.oi+

16 .

Self-conscious

1.7

.1+6

17.
18.

A check on what

2.1

.05

1

.

look

I

I

'

ve done

,

3T

The fantasy trips were evaluated as follows:

rated as 2.5 in helpfulness

,

the Car Fantasy was

the Tree Fantasy was rated 1.7, and the

Tension Awareness exercise at 1.6 (all using the above scale.)

Responding to the question "Was undesired behavior reduced?

By

how much?", 18.2# of the respondents recorded a 75# reduction in
undesired behavior,

5^.5# reported a 25# reduction, and 27.3# saw no

change in undesired behavior.

behavior increased?

In response to the question "Was desired

By how much?", 9*1# of the students saw a 75#

increase in desired behavior, 27.3# reported a 50# increase, U5.U#

recorded a 25# increase, and 18.2# reported no change.

Table 3

Percent of Behavior Change

Per Cent of
Respondents
That
Observed

No
Change

75

50

25

Undesired
Behavior
Reduced

18.2

0

5U.5

27.3

Desired
Behavior
Increased

9.1

U5.U

18.2

27.3

All of the respondents thought the directions

language and format

was appropriate for community
were easy to follow and clear, that the unit
it to their friends who
college students, and that they would recommend

wanted to increase their self-confidence.

Four students commented that

with the unit.
one week was not enough time to work

.

"
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Some comments made by students included:

Really good not only for students but people
in general."
...if all these experiments were brand new to
me they'd
all get top rating from me. But I feel that my
selfconfidence has increased greatly in the last few years
I wish I had this packet years ago!"

—

I found it a great help to me and feel that every
community college student (or college student) should
be presented with the package."

"Ex. IT helped me the most and I really think I'm
beginning to have more confidence in myself."
"I really like it!

Everyone of them (ed. note:
exercises) was like a person you pulled out."
"It's really decent.
bibliography.

It's personal.

I

the

even like your

Ancillary Study Data
The TSCS was found to be easily administered and readily scored for

total positive self referent statements.

Five students commented that

responding to the TSCS was initially confusing.

Answering the TSCS entails

responding to every other question; although this facilitates the scoring
of the instrument

,

it does appear to create some initial confusion.

Confusion may be reduced by emphasizing a careful reading of the
instructions.

The average level of positive self referent statements

increased by IT points from the pre- to post-tests of the TSCS.

Since

this is a developmental project, and not an attempt to measure the unit's

effectiveness, additional calculations involving the TSCS scores are

confined to Appendix F
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Table

h

Pre-test and Post-test TSCS Scores

TSCS Scores

Percentile
on TSCS

Pre-test

X = 327

25th

Post-test

X = 3hb

U5th

(N = 13)

Preliminary Evaluation of the Manual for Professionals
The criticism of the three evaluators of the professional manual

focused upon the necessity for a rationale for each exercise and upon
the inclusion of instructions for standardized use by different parties.

Attempts were made to incorporate these recommendations into the manual
for professionals (Appendix C).

A time-bound sequence of steps in the

use of the students' package was included, and the rationale behind

each exercise was incorporated into the manual for professionals.

Summary
forms,
The results of the ranking survey, the student evaluation

of the manual for
the ancillary study and the preliminary evaluation

professionals were covered in this chapter.

The preliminary data on

supportive of the
the prescriptive unit were generally favorable and
unit.

may be worthy of
This tentative support indicates that the unit

further inquiry and investigation.

The next chapter discusses these

results and other aspects of the study.

s

CHAPTER

V

DISCUSSION

Opening Statement

There is a paucity of information and research on
increasing selfconfidence.

Self-esteem and self-concept have been researched rather

thoroughly and both approximate what is called "self-confidence."

However,

the connotations of the term self-confidence may include an element
of

self-assuredness, poise and bearing that is subtly different from the technical

,1

argon "self-esteem," and the even more global term "self-concept."

The author believes that the lay term is more explicit and more descriptive

than the jargon professionals have used and continue to use.

Webster

'

Third New International Dictionary (1966) defines self-confidence as "a
strong, reliant and bold belief in oneself, and ... freedom from fear,
doubt, and worry (p. U76)."

Limitations

Some of the limitations of the developmental project and

recommendations on how these limitations may be avoided in future
research will now be examined.
l)

One week may be enough time to evaluate the content of the unit,

but one week is not enough time to allow for behavior and self-referent

change.

A month or more may be necessary before a measurable change in

self-confidence may occur.

A week may be enough to read the unit, but this

experience has shown that it is not enough to thoroughly test out the
effectiveness of the prescriptive unit.

That a positive measurable response

further
was obtained may suggest that the package does have merit for

testing and appraisal.

The length of the prescriptive unit

approximated the students

'

pages)

weekly reading assignments (two chapters per

week of outside readings of about ho total pages).
one

(1*1

It was believed that

week might be sufficient for the students to work through
the

prescriptive unit.

But since the unit is highly experiential and

requires more than just reading, it is now recommended that four weeks
be spent with the unit in order to actually do the various exercises and
to allow for some repetition (practice) of appropriate exercises.
2)

The prescriptive unit was administered to a small (N=13) sample

of community college students; this sample of students was a convenience
sample who knew the author.

Perhaps the results obtained were because

they thought that the author wanted nositive evaluations.

The sample

population was not only small, but limited in its comoosition.

A much

broader sample of community college students would have to be studied
in order to be able to generalize the conclusions about the prescriptive

unit to other populations.
3)

The TSCS also has a limitation as a test instrument.

only one form, so there may be a practice effect.

There is

However, the TSCS may

still be useful as an estimate of the students’ concept of themselves.
It has been found to be a convenient measure to administer and is readily

scored when only a single scale is used.
U)

A further limitation of the prescriptive unit concerns the

assumption that the client is motivated enough to work through the
materials.

This assumption may or may not be justified, but it certainly

precludes use of the materials for anyone who is not fully and

h2

voluntarily interested in changing their behavior.

It should be

recognized that this limitation is not confined to the prescriptive
counseling mode.

Other counseling approaches are also ineffective when

the client is not motivated to change his behavior.

In a sense, this

acts as a protection for the client by prohibiting coercion or undesired

compliance.

Those who use the prescriptive unit do so because they want

to.
5)

The professional’s manual has the limitation of not yet being

tested in a real life situation.

The manual was revised on the basis of

the criticisms of two "master" counselors (one who has considerable

experience teaching doctoral and master's counselors -in-training, and
one who supervises a part-time master's counselor education program) and
a psychologist (who is the senior member of the psychology department of
a community college).

The real test of the manual for professionals will

come through actual use in the field.
6)

This project was not a test of the effectiveness of the

prescriptive unit.

There was no control group, therefore we cannot

conclude that any changes occurred because of the prescriptive unit.
7)

The rating scale itself has limitations.

The scale was

designed to be a Likert-type scale that would give an estimate of the
efficacy of the exercises.

However, there may have been a positive bias

labeled
in responding, since the mid-point of the scale was

helpful."

moderately

with a neutral
It is more accurate to designate this mid-point

label such as Likert’s (1932) "Undecided (pp. lU-15).

The Prescriptive Unit as a "Package"
The package that was developed for increasing
self-confidence is

just that:

a package of materials.

It has been designed to facilitate

behavior change for a broad population of community college students.
But any

pre-packaged

specificity.

set of materials loses a certain uniqueness and

One exercise, ... Dating, is simply not designed for

married students.

The author suggests that there may be a way to avoid

distributing parts of a prescriptive unit that are inappropriate for some
individuals.

This could be accomplished by providing Just a core package

e.g., the author's first six units, and then providing clients with only

those subunits that are appropriate for their age, sex, race, and marital

economic and educational status and individual needs.

Many of the sub-

units may be appropriate for each group, but a checklist could avoid

mismatching clients and subunits.

This would necessitate an efficient

filing system for locating particular subunits and entail more developmental time, but there may be considerable benefits in accurate matching
of prescriptions to clients.

The Prescriptive Mode and the Dependency of the Client

One question that may be raised about the prescriptive mode is that
of the client's dependency upon the counselor.

dependent upon the counselor?

Is not the client

Yes, there is a temporary dependence upon

relationship.
the counselor; this lasts for most of the client -counselor
goal of behavior
The dependence ends when the client has completed his

change.

dependence than many
The prescriptive mode does not foster more

other counseling modes.

This mode seeks to remove the client's

Ub

dependency upon the counselor by providing the
client with the skills
and resources necessary for the desired behavior
change.

As in every

effective counseling approach, the prescriptive counselor
attempts

to

put himself out of business.
The prescriptive approach emphasizes learned behavior.

The only

thing that makes the counselor an "expert" is his ability to facilitate
behavior change.

The "dependency relationship" ends when this behavior

change has been accomplished.

Some counseling approaches may find this

temporary dependence unacceptable.

In some approaches to counseling, the

clients must behave independently towards the resolution of their goals.
One wonders whose needs are being met

the needs of the client.

—

the needs of the counselor or

If the counselor insists upon the client being

independent and self-directed, then this may satisfy the counselor's

philosophical leanings while ignoring the client's needs.
Failure to meet the client's stated needs may not only increase his

dependency upon the counselor (or cause him to seek other assistance)
but also cause a longer duration of frustration.

Thus, the most effective

way to reduce dependency may be to meet the counselee's expressed needs.

Ratings of the Exercises
The exercises that received the lowest ratings, Gestalt Exaggeration

and Polarities, were attempts to directly apply two basic Gestalt

principles toward the goal of increasing self-confidence.

Both of

actual
these Gestalt techniques are traditionally conducted in the

presence of the counselor.

The counselor then offers step-by-step

instructions in their use.

In attempting to put these exercises in a

.

written mode, independent of the professional counselor's orientation,
there may not have been enough step-by-step information for their use.
There has been an attempt to rectify this in the units
(Appendix G).

'

revision

The exercises were expanded by including more examples of

their applications and by requiring more direct part icioat ion by the
client

Of the highest rated exercises. Always in a Hurry, Changing Crushers

and Shoulds, Can't Say "NO", and Self-Conscious,

all but the first of

these were considerably longer than the lowest rated exercises.

These

high-rated exercises contained a number of steps involving active
participation of the students and included more examples and situations
of the point being developed.

The Developer's Style of Counseling
One of the strengths and

weaknesses of this prescriptive unit is the

author's reliance upon Gestalt Therapy as a basis for many of the exercises.
Some clients may not appreciate the Gestalt style, but the Gestalt theme
gives the exercises a consistency that would be missing if the exercises

represented a wide variety of theories.
The prescriptions invariably have the stamp of the developer.

The

have
author is both a Behaviorist and a Gestaltist, so the prescriptions

this orientation.

of the
(See Appendix C for a more specific elaboration

theoretical bases for the prescriptive unit.)

Part of the beauty of the

diversity of theoretical
prescriptive unit is that this mode allows for a
creativity, and affinities
orientations, limited only by the background,

of the developer.

psychoanalytic
Some counseling approaches like the

U6

approach are not compatible with the prescriptive mode.

Since the

prescriptive mode focuses on symptoms rather than emphasizing
the
causes of symptoms, it does not have universal applicability to
all

counseling theories.

Behaviorists see this emphasis upon changing

symptoms as a strength, while there are other counseling approaches that
see this as a weakness.

Psychoanalytic therapy places emphasis upon the

client’s obtaining insight into his behavior.

Such a therapist attempts

to probe the reasons "behind" the client's present difficulties.

Pre-

scriptive counseling, on the other hand, focuses upon more immediate

behavioral effects.

The prescriptive counselor is satisfied with changes

in behavior even though the client's unconscious processes are not

Rogerian therapists would also have difficulty with the

probed.

prescriptive mode.

The prescriptive counselor acts as an "expert" who

structures the counseling relationship.

This is unacceptable to the

Rogerian therapist who sees the client as self-directed rather than otherdirected.

Some therapists have even seen Rogerian counseling as an an-

tonym for prescriptive counseling.

As Eysenck, Arnold, and Meili

(

1972 )

have said, "Among theories of the self and the self-concept we may

mention that of

C.

Rogers, whose client-centered psychotherapy (non-

prescriptive psychotherapy) is founded upon his theories of the self
(p.l85)"

equals

.

The Rogerian therapist emphasizes that he and his client are
light as a
As Benjamin (1969) phrased it, "... we may come to

real person trying to help another real person

(p.

95.)"

^

therapist.
a resource "expert" is untenable for a Rogerian

counselor as
Thus, the

theoretical approaches to
prescriptive mode is not compatible with all
counseling.
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Implications
Some of the implications for further research,
applications, and

counselor training will now be discussed,

l)

Further research on the

unit should involve a larger number of subjects.

The subjects should be

composed of a larger variety of students, and not Just those in psychology,
in order to represent a much broader base of community college students.

Including students of different ages, races and socio-economic status will

broaden the applicability of the findings.
2)

One measure of the unit's effectiveness may entail administering

the TSCS as pre- and post-tests.

One test of the unit might involve

such a testing of students who expressed lack of self-confidence and who

received the unit for a period of one month.

These TSCS scores could be

compared to a control group who also expressed lack of self-confidence
but were kept on a one-month waiting list.

The Q-sort procedure was

examined as a possible alternative for measuring self-confidence.

Here

a number of self-descriptive items are sorted into piles which range from

what the person thinks he really is to what he thinks he should be
(Wylie, 197*+).

However, problems of interpretation and reliability, as

revealed by Wylie (1974), have prohibited further exploration of Q-sorts
as a measure of self-confidence.
3)

The prescriptive unit may also begin to influence counselor

practice at community colleges.

Earlier in this paper it was established

of their time
that community college counselors spend only a fraction

working with students' personal issues.

Thus far, the high student-

other counseling
counselor ratio and the necessity of completing many

counselors from meeting all
services have prohibited community college

.

1*8

the personal counseling needs of their clients.

The prescriptive

counseling approach may permit greater availability of
counselors for
personal counseling as it allows them to meet with many more
students
than does traditional one-to-one counseling.

By increasing the efficiency

of some counselor-client contacts, the use of the prescriptive mode may
also reduce the time that students have to spend waiting until the

counselor is available for consultation.

The prescriptive mode is no

"cure-all" for the counseling needs of community college students, but
it may provide one alternative that has not previously been applied.

Thus, the effect of the prescriptive mode may be to assist students in

getting their needs met and to help counselors meet their professional

responsibilities
4)

In order to effectively develop prescriptive units, the

developer must possess skills in observing and describing specific
behaviors, be able to apply behavioral counseling techniques, and have
a thorough grasp of the prescriptive counseling mode.

These skills can

be acquired in a counselor training program at the graduate level.
5)

It will also be important for such a counselor training program

to have a focus upon how the counselor-in-training may establish

resource centers of books, tapes and other materials which provide support
for the prescriptive mode.

Such a center may be autonomous or may be

part of the community college library.
6)

new prescriptive
It appears that the criteria for evaluating a

unit may be realistic.

criteria:
c)

a)

Students evaluated the unit on the following

clear directions for using the unit, b)

having a format that was easy to follow, d)

clear language,

helpfulness of the

exercise, e) influence upon behavior, f)
appropriateness of the

package for community college students, and
g) whether they would

recommend the package to friends who wanted to increase
their selfconfidence.

Student responses indicate that these criteria can be

designed into the prescriptive unit.

The inclusion of attractive

graphics, appropriate language, clear delineation of exercises, moving
in small steps, active participation, and the inclusion of a behavior

checklist may also be realistic criteria for a prescriptive unit designed
for community college students.

The evaluation form (Appendix E) should

be revised (Appendix H) in order to obtain more information about these
criteria.
The truly crucial criterion for a prescriptive unit is its effective-

ness in facilitating behavior change.

This can only be determined through

further research such as the use of a behavioral monitoring system in a

natural setting.

Reports of significant others could be used to obtain

verification of the students' self-reports.

This could provide strong

support for the unit's effectiveness.
7)

develop.

Concise and appropriate prescriptions take considerable time to

Dissemination to a number of clients, however, may actually be

more efficient than a totally unique and individualized counseling program

toward the desired behavior change.

Although traditional one-to-one

counseling has been criticized as inefficient, the use of the prescriptive
mode may increase the cost-effectiveness of one— to— one counseling.
this
With budgetary survival concerns of cost-effectiveness ratios,

not a concern to be taken lightly.

is

.
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Conclusion
The main purpose of this study was to develop
a prescriptive unit.

The analysis of the information obtained from the
evaluation forms

appear to support the further development of the
prescriptive unit.

The

students responded positively towards the content of the
prescriptive
unit and saw it as something that they would recommend to their
friends

who wanted to increase their self-confidence.

The exercises were

evaluated as having met the criteria of a good prescriptive unit and as

being potentially helpful.

Even though the unit seems to have gained a

favorable reaction, one cannot conclude that the prescriptive approach
has been adequately tested in a community college setting.

The data collected through the evaluation forms provided Just a

beginning for the evaluation of the effectiveness of the prescriptive unit.
The focus of this project has been upon development of the prescriptive
unit.

Final determination of the unit’s effectiveness will come only

through actual administration and follow-up of the performance of the unit
in an authentic field test.

This is expected to be a lengthy nrocess.

The results obtained are neither a strong support nor a strong negation

of the developmental project.

It is encouraging that the preliminary

review of the content of the prescriptive unit appears to have been
favorable, but further investigation must occur before any definite

conclusions may be drawn about the unit’s effectivenss
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Manchester Community College
Faculty East, Hail Station
Manchester, Connecticut 06040
1'

TO:

FROM

MCC Graduates
:

Sebastian Mudry

I'm attempting to discoyer some of the real needs of students at
MCC. Mow that you have survived, by graduating, you mav have important
information that will help new MCC students. I would like to vrrite a
'Survival Manual" for MCC students, and what I need to know is: what
should the sections or chapters of such a survival handbook be? You can
help both incoming students and me by responding to the following:
PART I - Some of my students were concerned about these issues

Accurate advice re subjects to
choose
Choosing Teachers

Influencing Teacher Behavior

Decision Making

Making Friends

How to be more forceful

Rating Teachers

Increasing awareness of self

Returning to school after a long
absence
Transferring

Living at Home

Increasing Self-confidence
Others (Describe)

you rate these from 1 to 13 (i.e. from most to least important to
you or your peers* 1 = most important, 2 = next most important, and so on).

V/ould

PART II - For the three issues that you rated as most important, briefly
describe some of your specific concerns: (i.e. the more specific, the better.)
1

.

2

.

I

thank you for your help,

Sebastian Mudry
Instructor of Psychology
bad-: of this
P.S. Any additional comments can be placed on the
A number
convenience
)
your
for
(A return envelope is provided
keeping
record
our
for
is
this
on the outside of your envelope
by June
this
return
Please
not be connected to your responses.
Thanks again!
.

•

j

form.

appears
and will
1

.
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STATE OF CONNECTICUT
MANCHESTER COMMUNITY COLLEGE
Manchester, Connecticut 06040

June 17, 1974

Kail Station #4
Bidwell Street
Manchester, Conn.

Dear Graduate:
Recently I sent an important questionnaire to
quarter of the graduating class of MCC.

one'

The questionnaire may have given the impression that
all MCC graduates were surveyed; in fact you were part of
this small randomly selected sample. If you haven’t yet
returned your questionnaire, your response will be greatly
appreciated.
Sincere thanks i

,i_

JUi

Sebastian Mudry
Instructor of Psychology
/ ccg
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A

FOREWORD

This manual is intended for use by helping

professionals with a strong background
in psychology or counseling.

If this is

not one of your strengths, then

I

seriously recommend that you read these
three books:

Born to Win . James and Jongeward, Massachusetts, Addison-Wesley, 1971

Behavior Therapy and Beyond, Lazarus, New York, McGraw-Hill, Inc., 1971
Gestalt Therapy Now, Fagan and Shepherd, New York, Harper and Row, 1970

Sebastian Mudry
The University of Massac husetts

and

Manchester Community

C<

liege
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FACILITATING SELF- CONFT TTEMr.F
A Manual for Professionals:
To be used with a Student's Package,

Increasing Self-Confidence
Wh_at i s This

:

How to Make It

and For What is it Designed?

When a student approaches a teacher
or counselor with "I don't feel
good about myself ...» or any of the leads
which indicate lack of selfconfidence,

(see page 2 of the student's manual)

then this package provides

a practical group of student-initiated
activities that supplement many theore-

tical approaches to facilitating an increase in
self-esteem, self-concept,
or "self-confidence."
The package is a series of prescriptions that may
be given to students
as a self-contained series of exercises.

The prescriptive counseling model

has been developed by Dr. Ronald Fredrickson of the
University of Massachusetts.

His is a behavioral approach that focuses on providing the
teacher

or counselor with materials that can facilitate new learning by the
student.

The object of the prescriptions is to give practical suggestions to
deal with

specific concerns of the student and of the professional helper.
That these materials are "self-contained" does not negate or eliminate
the supportive and central role of the professional.

Your follow-up and

r einforcement of the student's risk-taking, as new behavior is established,

may be much more significant than the package itself.
The prescriptions are designed for college students.

However, helping

professionals may wish to use this material on an experimental basis with
other groups as well.
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HOW TO USE THE PACKAGE:
A GENERAL SCHEME

1 .

Determine if the prescriptive unit is appropriate for behavior

exhibited by the counselee.
2.

Give the package (student's manual and tapes) to the student with

instructions to complete approximately half of the package in two
weeks time.
3.

a)

Have the student report back in two weeks.
his progress.

b)

Ask the student about

Look at the behavior checklist.

Discuss his successes and frustrations in trying the exercises.

Answer questions about the exercises (if queried).
c)

Reinforce the student for trying through praise, smiling or what-

ever is appropriate.
d) Instruct the student to complete the package in the next two weeks.

4.

Have the student return after two additional weeks.

Evaluate the

effectiveness of the prescriptive unit; modify it, as necessary, to
effect behavior change.

A?

Your Philosophy and Mina

^

Pa ° kage iS

“

° f behavioral counseling
and Gestalt

psychology.

What if you're coding
from a "different
philosophical placafollowers of the Hogerian style
of helping, for example,
nay he hesitant to use this backage
because it is "other-directed"
and behavioral. To
be truly humanistic, you
must be effective and help the
client with his or
her behavior. Ooopersmith
(1967) has discovered-(to

te

his surprise) that

p rents who provide their pre-adolescents
with high structure, and who
set
limits to their behavior, have
facilitated high self-esteem in their
children.

By initially expecting your
students to be completely self-directed,
you will
probably accomplish two things:
1) increase
their tension, or "anxiety",

and 2) reduce their level of
self-confidence.
As Hersey and Blanchard
(1972) and Moore (1975) have implied,
according
to the life cycle theory of
leadership, many counselors are exhibiting
in-

appropriate behavior. The life cycle theory
of leadership states that one's
style of leadership must change as
the follower's maturity level changes.

Many counselors exhibit high relationship
and low task behavior (see quadrant
3
of Figure

1)

when according to the maturity level of their
counselees they

should be providing both high relationship and
high task behavior (see

quadrant 2, of Figure 1).
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FIGURE 1
Life Cycle Theory Of Leadership
(Hersey & Blanchard, 1972)
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Let's Examine How the Life Cycle Theory of Leadership
Relates to Your Behavior as a Counselor:
You are the leader in the counseling relationship; your client is the
follower.

The most effective leadership style is initially one of high task

(HT) and low relationship (LR) behavior (i.e., determine what they are there

for; what's the "contract" between counselor and client, what are you capable

and willing to do, what must be referred elsewhere).

Then you soon move into

high task (HT), high relationship (HR) behavior (showing your caring for the

— as

client

the relationship develops, while still providing structure.)

The third phase, as your client matures and becomes more independent,

part of the
involves low task (LT), high relationship (HR) behavior on the
they mature,
counselor (you are having them become less dependent upon you as

what they want
but you are still supportive); when the client has obtained
from you, then you begin closure, or termination,

(low task (LT)

,

low

relationship (LR) behavior).
the changing relationship
The counselor-client relationship parallels

between parent and child.

by
The child's life is first totally structured

foot-printed, and kept warm)
survival concerns (he is spanked, cleaned,
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(i.e,, HT, LR)

•

Later on, in addition to structuring survival supports

(e.g., being fed), the child is hugged and cuddled and loved (HT, HR).

High

relationship and high task behavior on the part of the parent continue throughout childhood and adolescence, until sometime in late adolescence when most

parents begin to reduce their structuring of their child's life.

Finally,

the young adult may leave the home of the parents and obtain love (relation-

ship behavior) from another source (perhaps a husband or wife) and determine

their own task behavior.

You can justly assume that your client is "immature" with respect to
self-confidence.

Thus, your initial task is to provide the structure

appropriate to their maturity level as a client.

The person you are

working with may be mature and capable in many respects, but they have come
for help in self-confidence.

priate structure.

You will be helpiig if you provide the appro-

Thus, we have the necessity for this prescriptive unit.

As Moore (1975) has said:

—

Those in the helping professions counselors, teachers, some psychologists, and the like, are particularly (likely) to be more interested
in relationships than in task completion. The (problem) is that in
attempting to emphasize relationships (when it is inappropriate in
terms of the Life Cycle Leadership Theory) these people fail to accomplish the very task they are about, i.e. helping people, their clients
(p.

50).

Provision for structure is particularly important in counseling students

with low self-esteem.

Recalling Coopersmith' s discovery that high self-

esteem is related to parental limits and structuring, if you are to make up
environment.
ouch a parental deficit, then you must structure the counseling

facilitating an
So the prescriptive model is particularly appropriate for

increase in self-esteem.
successful experiences
These exercises are designed to provide a series of

for your students.

Now let us examine how this is to be accomplished by

exercises.
looking at the theoretical explanation for the
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Some Theoretical Considerations

For those readers who are interested in a deeper theoretical

consideration for the prescriptions, the author will now examine some of
these theoretical bases.

Exercise

1

:

Gestalt exaggeration.

The first exercise derives from the

Gestalt premise that total awareness and contact of one's present state

must be achieved before trying to leave that state.

Although a Gestal-t

principle, the explanation for its effectiveness is based upon principles

of learning.
Behaviorally, it seems that some kind of "implosive" extinguishing

of anxiety is taking place.

become free of it

—

how?

By

"blowing

:

up"

this feeling, you

You elicit it yourself (to "stay with it"

means that you are exerting voluntary control over a feeling that may
have arisen beyond your control

—

when you become aware of the cues that

elicit the feeling, you may come to control that feeling.) Also,
simultaneously, while you are retaining that feeling, there are other

events taking place. The rest of the world is going on, you have not been
devastated, the world did not collapse on you

extinguished.

—

so the anxiety is subtly

This is perhaps one explanation for a Gestalt

technique that is demonstrably effective.

The person is now in self-

control of a stimulus or a response (be it covert or overt) that may have
been originally environmentally bound, and his fears have become extinguished
in his natural surroundings.

Exercise 2:

A step at a time.

The second exercise is based upon the behavior;

successive approximation and immediate reinforcemodi fi cation principies of
ment.

have to
Before tackling the final sequence of behaviors, one may

performance.
perform many simple steps along the way towards the final

This also provides for more immediate reinforcement.

Instead of postponing

reinforcement until the final behaviors are achieved, students are taught

how to work at a step at a time.
The car fantasy permits the students to identify just where they
lie along a continuum of change.

Where are they headed?

What barriers

Fantasy is itself a successive approximation towards awareness

interdict?

of exactly where they are at the present and in what direction they are

heading.

Thus the first step antecedent to behavior change is contact

with what they may want to change via fantasy.
Exercise 3 ?

Changing your sign .

This exercise is based upon the pro-

position of the self-fulfilling prophecy.

Failure begets failure, and

positive self-statements beget more positive responses from much of the
environment.
expectancies,
In considering the relationship between self— attitudes and
we should note that these attitudes are self-fulfilling by their
very effects upon motivation and action. The person who believes,
realistically or not, that he is likely to succeed and that he
confidence
deserves respect and attention will present a posture of
respectful
the
and
success
his
of
likelihood
and thereby increase the
reality to
attention of others. Such a person’s expectations become a
overt actions end
others as well as to himself, both by virtue of his
expectations^
statements and by the energizing effects that positive
ICoopersmitii,
present.
the
upon
have
for the future are likely to
»

p. 252).

the client, however,
It may be important for you to acknowledge to
is going to happen,
that just because he or she believes something

occur.
this does not necessarily mean that it must

Believing that

towards actualizing it.
something will happen is just a first step

want to refer to R. Focenthcu's
For additional substantiation you may
and
Beh avioral Research, or Rosenthal
(1966) Experimenter Effects in

Jacobson's (1968) Pygmalion In the (a a»»rof:._

Intellectual Development.

la^g.
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Exercise^:

Polarities.

This experiment is based upon the Gestalt

formulation that people are not always in contact with
all aspects of
themselves.

Contacting one's polarities is a Gestalt game, devised by

Fritz Peris, with the object of getting these components of
ourself into
an integrated whole.

Very submissive people often are not aware of their

potential for dominance or assertive behavior; very "nice" people are
often blind to how they can be selfish and cruel.

It is not enough to

be aware of these parts of our personalities; we must see if we can
come
to a compromise and integration of these aspects.
"this

(

exercise.

1970

See Gestalt Therapy Now , editied by Fagan and Shepard

for a more complete explanation.

)

Exercise

This is the goal of

5:

Why Change?

This is a reaction to the Gestalt principle that

spontaneous change is the only real change.

Although there are many help-

ful Gestalt principles, the author believes that this particular one may be
a "cop-out" and can be justification for inaction.

John 0. Stevens'

statement has been included in order that students may reject, accept, or

modify it according to their own beliefs about the nature of change.
hope that the students will reject Stevens' statement;

I

but if they

don't reject it, I've asked that they examine their reasons.

Some are

legitimate, others are questionable.

If the student is really motivated to change, then he or she may
find fault with John 0. Stevens' statement.

The exercise may permit a

gentle exit for some students who have no genuine interest in changing

their behavior and in working for that change.
cision.

This is

student's de-

You may facilitate his later return by acknowledging that you will be

available for future consultation should he later change his mind.

Thus, this

exercise may provide the counselor with cues concerning the student's motivation
level
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Exercise

6:

Contact and Withdrawal .

This exercise has its origin in the

Gestalt Therapy premise that withdrawing from contact is a part of the

natural human cycle of change.

Peris describes the functioning human heart

as more than just the contraction or the relaxation of the heart muscle; it

is the cycle of both contraction and relaxation that describes how the

heart works.
By recognizing that there are times when your students will be less

interested in working at these exercises, you are telling them that this is
"O.K. ".

When they do return to the exercise, they will do so with renewed

interest and energy.

So there are multiple benefits.

Your students learn

that temporary withdrawal from a situation is "normal"; and when they do

return to work on the exercise, their renewed interest will often make the
exercise more effective.

Exercises 7 and 8 :

Dislike the way

I

look, & Always in a hurry .

these focus upon behavior and behavior change.

areas for change.
20 pounds.

Both of

Weight is one of the potential

Take, for example, a person who has a goal of losing

This distant goal is much more readily reached by breaking the

final goal down into a number of smaller successful weight losses (see

exercise 2).

The students’ resigning themselves to the reality of what they

cannot change allows them to focus upon such reality-based, rather than
fantasy-based, changes.

Self-acceptance may begin by this differentiation

between the real and the ideal.
The author has also connected with the necessity for personal

overwhelming
stability zones to provide an escape from the sometimes
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demands of the twentieth century.

You may add your own examples as

stimulus cues for your students.

One that was not mentioned in the unit

—

is that of a warm and relaxing shower
of the tub as the water rushes by.

just lying down on the bottom

Perhaps we all need retreats where we

can withdraw into ourselves; this exercise may "give permission" to your

students to acknowledge this need.

Exercise 9

Failing tests.

:

This exercise asks the student to examine

his reinforcement history for failure.

It is different from the other

exercises in that it is essentially reflective in nature (the focus is

upon past behavior and its influence upon the present.)
The exercise is actually antecedent to any of the many "how-to-study"

programs. It is not a replacement for these but it may permit the student
to gain a new perspective of the behavioral consequences of reinforcement

for failure.
failure

— and

Parents sometimes unintentionally program their children for
even hypochondriasis

— by

when the child fails or is "sick".

bursts of attention and understanding

This exercise enables the student

to discriminate between what part of the problem is his problem and what

part is because of his reinforcement history.
Exercise 10

:

Being therapist .

This exercise is a combination of

behaviorism and humanism in practice.

The ideas that the person may have

that we can
untapped resources that he has not formally recognized and

Rogerian.
extricate ourselves from our own dilemmas is basically

The

facilitate
provision for specific suggestions about how they could
and focuses
increasing self-confidence is, nevertheless, prescriptive

upon specific behavior.
The exercise is, in effect, a role reversal.

Its value lies in the

new role with additional strengths
client seeing himself or herself in a

1
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that they may not have previously realized.

One technique that counselors

often neglect is to ask their client what the client would suggest
as a

way out of their present situation.

Here the client, with the counselor's

support, is encouraged to share how they can "free up" their own resources.

There may be "blocks" that are freed up by this approach.

If the client's suggestions are later determined to be effective, then
they are doubly powerful in their effect upon the client's self-confidence.

After all, it was the client's own suggestion that worked!

Exercise

1

:

Teaching self-confidence .

While this reflects the humanistic

concern that good information is to be shared and used (as espoused by the
"DO", "USE", "TEACH", method of Dr. Alan Ivey of the University of Massa-

chusetts), the emphasis is still upon specific behavioral consequences.

You

may want to emphasize to your students that teaching does not diminish their
level of self-confidence (i.e., sharing this information does not mean that
there will be less self-confidence available for them).

perhaps be positively skewed
distributed.

— loaded

on high self-esteem

Self-esteem should

— rather

than normally

The more models of high self-esteem that appear, the more

likely that self-confidence will be increased in the general population
rather than diminished.
Teaching effects the client:by:

1)

making their new skill public,

2) providing external validation of new behavior, 3) emphasizing behavioral

consequences and 4) providing the client with a new role ?
expert.

the teacher as

A new sense of competence and confidence often occurs when someone

successfully teaches any new skill.
and yet you can't teach it?

Can you say you

really know something
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Exercise

1 _2:

How Did

actional analysis.

I Get to be This Way?

The approach is intended to help students change some
of

their role expectations.

low self-esteem.

This has its origin in trans-

Parents often unwittingly program their children for

Awareness of these "parent- tapes" (i,e messages that
#j

continue to be heard and "played back" by the student) and subsequent changing
of the self-defeating messages into positive affirmations may influence both
the student's self-image and their behavior.
The effectiveness of the exercise lies in the student's "reparenting"
(i.e., erasing and revising)

parents.

certain messages they had received from thoir

By responding as logical, competent adults, in changing their

"crushers" and "shoulds", the students come to assert themselves as adults ,

where they had formerly responded as children.

Exercise 13 s

Increasing Strengths.

strength bombardment.

Here we have a kind of behavioral

In this exercise the affirmation of our strength (a

humanistic technique) is combined with a behavioral focus on reinforcing these
strengths.
The exercise is a derivative of the self-fulfilling prophecy (See

Exercise 3) and the principle that behavior which is reinforced will be likely
to reoccur.

If the student is reinforced by her environment for demonstrating

her strengths, or if the student reinforces her own behavior, then it is
probable that she

will exhibit

her

strengths again in the future and

receive positive validation (i.e., reinforcement)

iri.th

subsequent positive

effects upon her level of self-confidence.

Students often do not get enough affirmation of their strengths, so this

exercise attempts to compensate for this lack.

s
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Exercise 14;

Can’t Say "NO" ,

The inspiration for the exercise ip Wolpe 's

assertiveness training, a behavioral approach that has as its goal the
a biliiy of a person to stick up for themselves.

involves:
2)

the determination that clients do not stand up for themselves.

teaching clients to use assertive statements ("Would you please call me

back.
3)

l)

Assertiveness training

I

can't speak to your now" ... "I like you*") (Wolpe, 1969, pp. 66-67),

encouraging the clients to assert themselves and 4) reinforcing clients

when they do assert themselves.

Wolpe emphasizes one rule: "Never instigate

an assertive act that is likely to have seriously punishing consequences for
the patient" (Wolpe, 1969, p. 67).

The effect of successful assertive

behavior is reduced anxiety and a greater feeling of self-confidence.

A

former fear-arousing situation is no longer associated with fear, and assertive behavior now substitutes for this former fear reaction. (See Wolpe'
The Practice of Behavior Therapy for a complete description of iis approach.)

Exercise 15 :

Who's My Friend?

This exercise is devised from Fritz Peris'

autobiography, In and Out the Garbage Pail .

It is helpful in that it offers

a simple, concise and internally based distinction for friendship.

Your

friends are those you feel comfortahle with; those who are not your friends
are associated with tension.

In order to facilitate identification of

tension, the author has included a tape that permits the student to focus

upon and differentiate between the feelings of tension and relaxation in
the various muscle groups throughout the body.

Exercise 16 :
questionnaire.

Who I'm Dating .

This was derived from Alan Schoonmaker'

It is an awareness exercise with a behavioral point of

view (asking the student to evaluate their potential for an enduring
relationship on the basis of observable behavior).

s

(1971)
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If the student is to experience self-confidence, important
support may
come from the person they are dating.

If their dating relationship is

demeaning or non-supportive, then you may not be able to override these
contradictory messages.
Exercise 17

;

Self-consciou s.

This exercise is both Gestalt (emphasizing hew

living in fantasy detracts from and destroys our present awareness) and

behavioral (observing and modifying one's listening skills, i.e., what Dr.
i

Alan Ivey of the University of Massachusetts teaches as "Attending Behavior").
The last part of Exercise 17 involves self-disclosure and an apprecia-

tion of the results obtained by Sermat and Smyth (1973)

«>

These researchers

discovered that in order to obtain maximum self-disclosure from another
person, you must both reveal intimate information about yourself and ask

increasingly intimate questions of the other person,

flote

that there are

limitations to appropriate self-disclosure; for a more complete examination
of appropriate self -disclosure I would recommend Luffs (1969) paperback

Of Human Interaction .)

The approach that has been suggested (i.e., record-

ing the behavioral consequences of self-disclosure) is again behavioral.
The explanation behind the exercise is contained within the exercise itself.
(See Exercise 17 of the prescriptive unit.) The studente must make themselves

known to others in order to get the support of others and subsequent increases
in their own self-esteem.
Exercise 18 :

A Check on What I've Done .

This is a behavioral review

with a Gestalt focus upon the student's avoidance and their refusal or acceptance of behavior change.

It is important to do this in order to evaluate

what they have or have not accomplished.

The exercise also acts as a

responding.
motivator, requiring an active examination of their pattern of

progress report
For you, the counselor, this provides a readily accessible
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of the student's efforts#

You may come to significant conclusions both by

examining vhat has and what has not been done.

Be particularly sensitive to

reinforcing students for trying, even if they were not totally successful in
their first efforts.
Please let me know of any variations, deletions, or additions to the exercises that you have found helpful. Good fortune to both you and your students,
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INCREASING SELF-CONFIDENCE:

HOW TO MAKE IT

Sebastian Mudry
The University of Massachusetts
and
College
Community
Manchester
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INTRODUCTION

Will this package meet your needs?
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To determine this ask yourself:

Are you -

Afraid to make mistakes?
Continually frustruated by obstacles?
Always in a hurry?
Unable to say "No"?
Self-conscious?

Do you -

Worry or fantasize a lot?
Feel helpless?
Believe that you can’t change?
Feel lousy about yourself?
Wish you were someone else?
Dislike the way you look?
Believe that you are a loser?
Have trouble sleeping?

If you answered "yes" to two or more of these, then this package may
be helpful to you. The first six units are a prereauisite for the last
twelve exercises. After working through the first six general units, you
may turn to specific sections in order to meet your needs.

1
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If you are specifically
concerned about

Then turn to exercise

Your looks

7

Being in a hurry
Failing tests
Feeling helpless and lousy
Your weaknesses
Being unable to say "No”
Who’s your friend
Who you’re dating
Worrying, fantasizing
or feeling self-conscious

8

9

10 , 11 , 12
13
14
15
16
17

After you do all the first six units, and complete the ether exercises
that are appropriate for your needs, then torn to the last exercise, #18.
An alternate approach is to read the entire package, while concentrating
on your specific needs in correlated exercises.
With either approach, complete the CHECKLIST AND RECORD (on pages 36 to
for each exercise.

2

3-0
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Contracting
One way to help insure that you will complete this program is to

develop a contract with yourself or someone else.

A self-contract

premise to yourself to complete these materials by a certain date.

is a

A sample

contract is:
I,

,

exercise

by the following

....

dates

will complete the following

. • •

«

.

Signed

Breaking the whole package down into units and rewarding yourself

after the completion of each unit is one of the most effective kinds of selfcontracts.

The rewards should be available immediately (like food, having

a beer, watching T.V. taking a walk....) upon completion of each unit.
Having an overseer for your contract is one way of making your
commitment public.
s.ign

This way a friend can help draw up the contract, co-

it with you, help choose appropriate rewards, and perhaps even give

you these rewards after you

complete each unit.

.
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A Recommendation
One general re commend at ion

:

everyday for at least one or two
in your life.

These exercises , may have to be practiced
v Teeks

in order to obtain an enduring change

If you approach this as just a one shot deal, most of what

you do will be soon lost and forgotten.
following most exercises.

You’ll meet a check list and record

Tli3se serve as a motivator, by requiring active

participation , and also as a cumulative record of ycrr exper5.ences

Go to the CHECKLIST AND RECORD (pages 35 to 39) after reading each exercise.
whether you complete the exercise or not.

)

:
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Hello Reader;

There are seme assumptions that I have about \cu, the reader;
one is
that you are experiencing enough pain to push you to actually do these
exercises

or experiments.

I also assume that you genuinely want to suffer less (that
you

don’t find pleasure in pain).

If you are completely satisfied with your life,

then you do not have the advantage o f pain to motivate you to change your
behavior.

Psychologists have long been aware that behavior change is often

difficult and that peop.le resist change (even if they are hurting themselves,

people often resist changing self-destructive behavior).

So, if you have reason

enough to honestly want to change, to experience less pain, read on.
But it might be a

mistake?

Let's get one thing straight right off: some of

these experiments may and others may not work for you.

can be wrong or right for you.

Any of these exercises

Just as I am giving myself the right to be

wrong, I am asking you to let yourself make mistakes too.
Vietnam, because of human frailty.

tough buddies in the Bronx.

I

We had a war in

killed an owl once to show off for my

And, sometiaes you're going to do supid things too;

we will continue to makes mistakes for the rest of our lives.

By letting yourself

make mistakes, you are meeting one of the basic conditions which facilitate
learning

Learning is facilitated in an atmosphere which consistently
recognizes people's right to make mistakes. The learning process
requires the challenge of new and different experiences, the trying
of the unknown, and therefore, it necessarily must involve the making
.‘.')71, p„ 115
(Boy an(3
of mistakes
#

to
Sometimes those who are really caught up in a situation are at a loss as

how to change that situation; this is where an "outsider's" thoughts may come
to be useful.

Fritz Peris is one such thoughtful outsider.

5
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Peris strongly argues against perfectionism:
I love to use and acknowledge the word center.
It is the bull'seye of the target. Such a target that hits the arrow every time.
I love all the imperfect meetings of target and arrow that miss
the bull's-eye to the right and to the left, above and below. I
love all the attempts that fail in a thousand ways. There is but one
bull's-eye and a thousand good wills.
Friend, don't be a perfectionist. Perfectionism is a curse, and
a strain. For you tremble lest you miss the bull's-eye. You are
perfect if you let be.
Friend, don't be afraid of mistakes. Mistakes are not sins.
Mistakes are ways of doing something different, perhaps creatively
new.
Friend, don't be sorry for your mistakes. Be proud of them.
You had the courage to give something of your 'self
(Peris, 1939, p. 103).

Let's get to work.

I'll start with some general exercises for just

about anyone who would like to increase their level of confidence, and then

move on to some specific situations demanding more specific procedures.

6
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•EXERCISE

G estalt, Exaggeration

A basic Gestalt premiss

is that before you can leave some tiling behind , you

must first really experience it.

If you are anxious and terse, for example, a

Gestalt directive would be to "stay with it..." (meaning to immerse yourself in

your anxiety and tension, to even exaggerate the tension you feel; by increasing
the tension you may come to identify what

muscles you are tensing and then

exert voluntary control over those muscles, relaxing yourself

).

If you lack confidence, and for example, think of yourself like garbage,

you can writs down the similarities and differences between yourself and garbage
by identifying with this in the first person (i.e. "I am garbage, I...") adding
whatever similarities you had enumerated in your list.

description cf what you Are like,

Start with your

or/n

how yon have absolutely no confidence in your-

self, exaggerating this to the height of tie ridiculous:

'••or

example

...

"I have

so little confidence that I'm afraid that I'll forget my name when someone asks

me "what’s your name?"
Listed in

‘die

...

"I'm afraid to icad a newspaper for fecr

obituary column

...

"

One,?,

that.

I'll be

you have contacted the bottom of your

fantasized pit of horror, there's no place to go but up.

:

EXERCISE

2:

I Don't Know Where to Begin;

Think Big or Think Small?

_

a Step at a Time

One way to increase self -confidence is to make some change in your life
something you just want to do.

thought that it was "crazy

11

—

Is there something you always wanted to do, but

or that other people might think was crazy?

The

way you dress, your hair length or style, your smell ... may be relatively easily
changed.

The author of Creative Divorce relates how one man, recently divorced,

passed by an expressc

coffee maker in a shop and recalled how he always wanted

to get one; but his wife always said "We can’t afford it ..."
on that theme.

or some variation

He decided to buy it, and was really pleased with himself.

When

he brought it hone, he felt a celebration was appropriate so he invited over all

his neighbors in the apartment house (people he hadn't really met) and it turned
out to be a great party.

That night he met a woman at the celebration who he is

presently dating.

Treat yourself)
Dramatic changes are fine, but start first with a small change, one where

you have

a.

good chance of success.

For exampi.e, it you are overweight , and you

want to lose 25 pounds, start by trying to lose one pound this week.
"reincarnate" yourself in this lifetime.

You can

But if you wax it to make ten new friends

if
you have to begin by smiling and saying hallo to one person at a time, and
start by
you want to be an active participant in clans discussions you have to

raising your hand in class.

Now I'd like to fake you on a fantasy crip

fate your becoming aware of exactly we ere you are in transition.
the cassette tape.

After the fantasy
1.

You are the car.

,

please answer these questions
1.

What kind of car

were you?

What condition were you in?

cc facili

Please put on

86
2.

The difficulties
of change

2.

What obstacles did you encounter, ana what did you
experience?

3.

Your strengths
8

3.

Did you get to your goal?

weaknesses.

What enabled you to get to your destination?

What kept ycu from your goal?

Wnat small change might you make that would head

you toward your goal?

9

,

r
EXERCISE

3:

How to Fake it

tftj S'lJV

J
:
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-f-6

Changing your Sig

hfCfO

Even if you don't have much confidence in yourself, you still may be able
to behave as if you felt good about yourself.

As an experiment, you can be an

actor or actress, and be fully aware of acting cr performing while observing
the effects upon other people.

One of the problems with lack of self-confidence is the effect of a vicious
circle

:

you give cues to people , and they respond to the cues

forces your previous self-image.

,

and this rein-

How do you break out of this pattern?

For example, suppose you lack self-confidence but you want to meet other people.

How can you break your previous pattern of withdrawal and expectation of rejection?
First, tell yourself that you are scared, but that you're basically a gcod person;

you are competent but vulnerable too.
age "I am both lovable and capable.”

One educator likes to give people the mess-

Wear this like a sign and behave like what

your sign says ; and see the eff acts upon others

.

If your new behavior is reinforcec

you break out of the cycle, and incorporate the behavior into ycur repertoire,

lou,

in fact, become your behavior.
a positive
People often treat us the way we expect them to; so if you expec~

reaction, you often get it.

If you feel down about yourself, others often pick

up these cues and behave "appropriately."
a sign that says "Kick me!"

Seme people, it has bean said, wear

How about experimenting with changing your sign?

your sign say what you want it to.

try it out and record the consequence.

Let

If the

begin to change hew you feel
exper-imert is indeed successful, you may actually
differently.
abodt yo'irself - as people respond to you

but it is a useful transient experi"Faking it" is not an adequate lifestyle,

ment to help you pull

self-rejection.
out of a vicious cycle of self-defeating

then
the end of increased self-confidence,
If this means is unacceptable to you to

don't try the experiment, read

on'.

10
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EXERCISE 4:
Contacting Your Polarities
Fritz Peris

discovered that we often "disown" parts of ourself.

One

way to "reown" these parts is to have a dialogue between our polarities.

You

lias

lack self-confidence, that's one part of you; now pretend that you are an eminently

confident person, (these behaviors are in your repertoire) and start talking as
that person.

(This is a fantasy conversation, in private; you're not "acting" for

anyone, as in the previous experiment).

Let your right hand be the confident

person and your left hand the one who lacks confidence, and have a conversation

with the two hands.

Give each a turn to respond to the other.

strengths and weaknesses of each position?

11

What are the

Is it possible to result in a compro-

—

.
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EXERCISE 5s
Why Should

I

Try to Change?

One Gestalt, principle is that real change must occur spontaneously.

John 0. Stevens ascribes to this principles

Rather than try to change, stop, or avoid something that you don't like
in yourself, it is much more effective to stay with it and become
more deeply aware of it. You can't improve cn your own functioning;
you can only interfere with it, distort it, and disquise it. When
you really get in touch with your own experiencing, y°u will find that
change takes place by itself, without your effort or planning.
With full awareness you can let happen whatever wants to happen, with
confidence that it will work out well. You can learn to let go
and live and flow with your experiencing and happening instead of
frustrating yourself with demands to be different. All the energy
that is locked up in the battle between trying to change and resisting
change can be available for participation in the happening of your
life that is both passive and active. This approach will not provide
you with answers to the problems cf your life. It does provide you
with tools that you can use to explore your life, simplify and clarify
your problems and confusions, and help you discover your answers
1971* PP- 2-3
what you want to do
( John CX. Stevens,
)-

I beleive that this statement is an oversimplification and denies part of our

humanity:
tot?,l

the ability to selectively modify our own behavior.

You may have

awareness of self-destructive behavior and yet still continue that

behavior; the principle behind these

e/periments

is tho.t change is an

active process, that you have to work at change; it will not just

through self-awareness.
certainly influence

happen

Awareness of what and who is important to you may

your behavior, but self-discovery is just one way to

wAyi
facilitate increasing self-confidence,- it is not the cr.lf

Sec 3,

and 5.

1.

I

agree with John C. Stevens statement.

2.

I

disagree with John 0. Stevens statement because

3.

statement because this provides me
I agree with John 0, Stevens

nth

confronting ayaalf and risking
a convenient rationalisation to avoid
change
12

90
I

agree with John 0. Stevens statement because

I

genuinely believe that

it is best not to "push the river," that change must occur by itself.
5*

I

agree with John 0. Stevens because

What are the implications of your answers to the above questions?

13
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EXERCISE 6

Mow Should

s

I

Approach Trying to Change ?

Co ntact and Withdrawal

Another Gestalt principle is that moving away from a situation (physically
or via fantasy) is a natural part of the rhythm of contact and withdrawal.

So,

as you read this, and as you try different experiments, if you find that you
are very interested in continuing, then continue; if you find your interest
lagging, take a break,

John 0. Stevens puts it this ways

If you totally avoid a difficult situation, it often gets worse
and seldom goes away; if you hang onto it grimly, you exhaust yourIf you alternately tackle the problem, and then withdraw
self,
temporarily to gather strength, you can be most effective. Most
people realize that over-extended contact is just as bad
(John 0. Stevens, 1971 p. 17 ).
>

Are you becoming less attentive as you read this?

YES

Stevens

would suggest that you put this down and come back to it when your attention
is less divided.

NO

Read on, checking periodically whether or not you

remain in contact with what you're reading and doing.

14
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EXERCISE 7
I

s

Don't Like the Way I Look

Look at yourself in a mirror.

Can you accept what you can’t change?

Can you begin to change what you can?
Beautiful people can experience profound lack of self-confidence, too.
Many men or women are afraid of very attractive people, anticipating a

fantasized rejection by them.

Good looking people are often stereotyped

as snobby or distant (while this

part of the other person)

.

is often actually just projection on the

Beautiful people sweat and burp and wake up

in the morning with dragon breath, too.

There are parts of yourself that you can't change and must accept, if

you are to be in peace.

you can control.

The way you treat your body, though, is something

One study indicated that college men who exercise or

participate regularly in athletics have more positive self-concepts than
those who do not

(Fitts, 1972,

be just as applicable for women.

p. 35 ).

I

believe that this finding may

You a^e your tody.

After looking in a full length mirror, records

—

What do you see?

Can you accept what you can'

t

change?

15

;
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EXERCISE
I

8?

Never Have Any Time For Myself
If someone always "hasn’t got the time" to be with you,
you’d probably

get the message and learn to stay away from them.

you will often

make the time" to see you.

you've got to give time to yourself, too.

People who care about

If you care about yourself,

Give yourself time— to do what

you want to do and what you feel you have to do as well.
Are you always in a hurry?

Here's an experiment; instead of rushing

off to work or school, get up a half hour early and let yourself see what

you’ve been passing by.

You may feel much better about your world and

yourself,

Eric Toffler, in Future Shock
cone":

perform.

,

writes of finding a "personal stability

a place where you can be yourself, relaxed, with no pressure to

For me this is my fireplace, where

I

get lost in the flames, and

my canoe, where the water takes over, and underwater, where

I

am a fish

that just happens to breathe air.
To help you contact your own stability rone, list ten places where you

feel comfortable.

Of these ten, which have you used?

16

How frequently?
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EXERCISE 9:
1^

Fail Tests

Another way to reinforce lack of self-confidence is to make sure that

your failures outweigh your successes.
fail

..."

will fail.

If you tell yourself "I’m going to

you can be sure that you’ll set up the situation so that you
This is the self-fulfilling prophecy:

why bother to study so

much anyway, why see the teacher, why get a tutor, when you "know you’re
going to fail" anyway?
Sure, success is contagious and "breeds more success," but you've

got to get out of this cycle of failure first.

The SQ3R study method is

very helpful, but you'll only try it if you think vou have a chance of
success.

In the references I've included a "No Sweat Study Guide," but

what if you decide you'd rather "sweat it out," and hope for a grade,
instead of working for it?

Very few students succeed without working hard,

and studying techniques simply make you more efficient:

stuck with working.

you still get

Reflect upon these questions before you try a new

study program:

My History:

Does This Apply to He?

What's your history of reinforcement for failure?
What kind of models were your parents?
Does someone Important to you give you great consolation for failing?
What's the pay-off for failure?
Is success less rewarding?

17

-
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EXERCISE 10:

What Do I Know? Being Thera pist.

Now you be the therapist:
confidence.

someone is coming to see you who lacks self-

What would you suggest that they do?

their level of confidence?

How can they increase

(Let these be vour suggestions.)

Try these suggestions yourself.

Reooixi the results below, giving yourself

a fixed amount of time in order to observe any significant changes.
mind this general principle:

Keep in

in order to obtain behavioral changes, it is

most effective to move in small steps toward the final change that you
desire.

If the step is too big, ask yourself what has to be tried first;

are there behaviors that should come before?

Also it is first easxer to

try something in fantasy, then in the real wor.id
Step 1
Step

2

Step

3

_

—

Final Goal

13

——
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EXERCISE 11:

Teaching Self-Confidence
As a teacher, I’ve discovered the one way for me to reallv learn something is to be responsible for teaching it.

After you have tried an exercise

yourself, try to teach what you have learned to someone else.

This informa-

tion is O.K. to share, and it does not take away from your self-confidence
to share it

— teaching

can actually add to your confidence.

Develop a contract to teach another person some of the skills that you

have learned.

For example:

I

exercise #'s

,

,

,

and

Record the results:

am going to teach
.

a) For that person

b) For yourself

19

.
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EXERCISE 12:

How Did

I

—

Get To Be This
rv
v
,
±2 Wav?
2Z-- Cringing; Crushers and Shoulds
,

,

Your behavior and self-concept both originate in learned experiences
from the time of your birth.
roles your "life script."

Transactional analysts call these learned

Scripts may include the message "I'm worthless ..."

or "I'm incompetent ...", "I’m clumsy ..." or "I'm a loser ...".

You

acquire these from your parents primarily, and these messages have the effect

of being information about how you are expected to behave.

If your parents

think you are dumb, and you act dumb, then you are fulfilling their expectations and are reinforced for behaving that way.

Try to recall the messages your parents gave you about your self-worth

. .

For my parents, I was

For myself, I am afraid that deep down inside I am

~

'

'

'

/

|

This fear may be one of your "crushers."

One humanistic educator uses

afraid we
the term "crusher" to describe our feared identity, what we're

really are.

they're not
For example, at one level someone may fear that

worthless, the
smart, while at a deeper level, they fear that they are

"crusher."

their "crushers" into
Dr. Gerald Weinstein has his students turn

crusher.
what he calls a "directional," i.e. the opposite of the

The

such as "I am worthy."
ment then becomes a positive self-affirmation;
into a directional.
take your crusher, and change the statement
I am

/

—

sto.i-c

Now

:

08

you replace directions from ethers, about how you "should" be or

VJhen

behave, with your own directionals, you are on the way to becoming
self-

directed and self-confident.

This is what Karen Forney describes as "the

tyranny of the shoulds"
^e should be the utmost of honesty, generosity, considerateness,
justice, oignity , courage, unselfishness. He should be the perfect
lover, husband, teacher. He should be able to endure everything,
sho uld like everybody, should love his parents, his wife, his country;
or he should not be attached to anything or anybody, nothing should
matter to him , he should never feel hurt, and he should always be
serene and unruff leH dames 8 Jcngeward, 1971, p. 1015]
t

You may have even received mutually exclusive and totally confusing
directions from others about what you "should" do.

Barry Stevens expressed

her dilemma this way:
Sit nicely. Leave the room to blow your nose. Don’t do that, that's
silly. Why, the poor child doesn't even know how to pick a bone!
Flush the toilet at night because if you don't it makes it harder to
you wake people up! Always
clean. DON'T FLUSH THE TOILET AT NIGHT
be nice to people. Even if you don't like them, you mustn't hurt
their feelings. Be frank and honest. If you don't tell people what
you think of them, that’s cowardly. Butter knives. It is important
to use butter knives. Butter knives. What foolishness! Speak
nicely! Sissy! Kipling is wonderful! Ugh! Kipling (turning away).

—

The most Important thing is to have a career. The most important thing
is to get married. The hell with everyone. Be nice to. everyone. Tne
most important thing is sex. The most important thing is to have money
in the bank. The most important thing is to have everyone like you.
The most important thing is to dress well. The most important thing
is to be sophisticated arid say what you don't mean and don't let
anvone know what you feel (James 8 Jongeward, 1971, p. 102).
The most important thing for you is whatever you decide
important.

is^

With all the conflicting and competing messages, though, it is

often difficult to discover what you really want.

Exercises that help

people decide what is important for them new fill many volumes

of which are now in paperback.
James

8

mos^-

oGm “

Authors include Sid Simon, John 0. Stevens,

Jongeward, and the Zunins.

All are excellent and all or these

are paperback.

21
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EXERCISE 13:

How Can I Increase My Strengths?

Nina Swell focuses on her students’ strengths in her classes at Queens
College.

She has them draw a life chart of past accomplishments.

What

accomplishments are you most proud of for these times in your life:

preschool

?

elementary
school

?

high

?'

college

school

From this chart, can you see any special strengths that you have?
People often devalue themselves without taking the time to realize what

they have accomplished.

Humanistic educators call the upcoming exercise

list three things that you really like about yourself (these can

"crowing:”

be abilities, personal qualities, skills, any positive statement of selfaffirmation.

)

I like these three things about myself,

1)

2)

3)

22

)
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What do you do really well?

(i.e. according to you .

What is difficult to acknowledge?

strengths in front of others?
Do you give yourself time to demonstrate your
photographs and sharing
(e.g. singing, using a good voice, taking beautiful
)
them with others

23

ini

By these exercises, people can contact strengths that they did not previously acknowledge.

You can also ask others what strengths they see you pcsessingi

sometimes we are blind to what others can see.
One approach, which focuses on specific behavior, provides a way whereby you

can reinforce your own strengths

(Johnson, 1971)

The steps are to define the

problem, describe it in terms of countable and observable behavior, set a goal,
1.

engage in specific behaviors to accomplish the goal and finally, to recognize when
2.

the goal is reached.

A problem, for example, might be that you were dating less

than your peers.
frequently
3,

So, Johnson's approach basically recommends that you

Define the problem
4.

Set your goal
5.

List the behaviors necessary to reach the goal
6,

goal
List the strengths you have to help reach that

Note the barriers to reaching your goal

Know when your goal has boen reached

—

.
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EXERCISE 14:
I Can’t Say "No" ...

The ability to say "no" is essential for self-preservation as well as
self-confidence.

The range of situations that you may want to decline is

potentially enormous.
Saying "no" is essentially a demonstration of a kind of selfishness; and,

when appropriate, is certainly a very healthy selfishness.
word into "self" and add your own modifier:
.

Break down this

self-caring, self-nurturant , self-

you
Eric Fromm has long argued that before you can love others ,

have to love yourself.

Your right of refusal can be a reflection of this healthy

selfishness
right to refuse gestures
You have the right to say no; you even have the
"enough"
You may need time for yourself, you may have

of friendship.

or you may be uncomfortable with someone.

mends,

For whatever the reason, you can

style.
learn to say no in your own way, in your own

There is one given,

you

the quality of interaction, you
have only so much time in one day; to increase

may have to trade off quantity.

How to say "no"

requests; make a list of
First try saying "no" to outlandish

refuse to consent to.
requests that you would absolutely
and
you to give me a gift of your life savings,
negatively.

For example:

I expect that

I ask

you would respond

least I’m richer for it!
If this prescription fails, at

Seriously,

list,
requests to this self-composed
you first begin by denying unreasonable
later has
your list outloud, and who
reads
who
friend
a
with
next you can work
composed. After these
list that your friend has
you practice saying "no” to a
have in the Subside world
safe op^rWty ftat you
first
the
for
look
reversals,
one in which you have a
"safe opportunity", I mean
a
By
skill.
this
to practice
you, cr if your boss asks
is holding a g» to
someone
If
success.
of
good chance

25

,
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you to do something that you have always dona in the past, then the consequences
of non-compliance will probably not be positively reinforced.
The qualitative aspects of the delivery of you?

way you say it influences the credibility of
is

M

no" is also crucial: the

your’ statement.

An enphatic NO!

Volume is not the only cue;

readily distinguished from a "wishy-washy" no.

tone of voice, maintaining eye contact, facial cues, body posture and hand
gestures also add to whether your listener reads your "no’ as determined or undecided.

So don't say "no" unless you really mean it; when you mean it, sound lice

reIf you are genuinely undecided, then tell this to the person making the

it.

quest; and let them know that you will consider their proposal.
requests , even
You will not make everyone happy by always conceding to their

if they are reasonable requests.

If you always say "yes" to everything and every-

body , you will eventually be swapped with requests
and

.

,

have no time for yourself

lack both self-respect and self-confidence.
can act as guidelines
The author of Creative Divorce offers six points that

in facilitating saying no or for ary assertive act
what you think society
Separate your real feelings and needs from
role players.
is requiring cf you as male and fen-ale
permission to make m_.to
yourself
give
and
Take tiny risks,
2
for zero
An error-free life is a dead giveaway
J OD is
and don t wait until ^ne iob
yourself,
Cp+t
for
realistic goals
q
e
accomplis
have
you
much
how
.Knowing
over before assessing your progress.
1.

.

^^t^il'the

not inevitabilities.
in y
into an unpleas ant srtuatwn
If circumstances foroe you. temporarily
personal or professional
to permanent un^^irg^o^rself
icsignug y
make plans to move ahead, rathex tn<-,n
happiness and despair.
of self...
tor even th e smallest act
Don't underestimate the capacity
5.
ependent single
ox yourself as an indepena
assertion to enhar.ee your own opinion
315

PerS n ’

Seek help when you need
6
requ-sx SistScffroffl
vSTrequ4t
chcatiig when you
aren't
you
and
test,
a
not
life is
others.

25

'
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EXERCISE 15:

Who's My Friend?
Fritz Peris described two kinds of people:

people you feel comfortable with.

The T's and the N's.

They are nurturant.

N's are

They make you feel good.

A T is someone with whom you feel unccmfor table, stupid, inferior awkward, or
,

otherwise inadequate.

T's are toxic for you.

You'll squirm, shake, stammer, or

be silent in their prescence; not because you are in awe of them, but because they
are less than in awe of you.

Where do you perceive your body tension when you tense yourself?
feel it in my face, neck, back and groin.

I often

When you get these cues , (where you're

not simply excited about being with someone) and you feel "one down", that's a

good

signal that this person is a T for you.

you'll feel inferior and incapable.

If you surround yourself with T's,

The more you choose to be with N's, the more

N's you encounter and the better you'll feel.

N's are your friends, even though

they may be teachers or parents or people met in brief encounters.

Try to surround

for you, is a T
yourself with N’s, but first learn to differentiate between who ,

or an N.

Please turn on the cassette tape about identifying tension.

do this taped exercise by yourself, whenever you- like:
in relaxing yourself before you go to sleep.

You can

it can even be helpful

Its greatest power, however, may

and becoming aware of people
be in identifying exactly where you tense yourself

who cause you to tense yourself.

T's are both toxic and tension producing.

Now, list three people who are N's for you.
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List three people who are T’s for you.

Now go back and note the amount of time you spend with each group of three.
What does this tell You?

28
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EXERCISE 16
How do I Know If the Person I'm Dating is Right for Me ?
The basic question to ask yourself is "Does this person make me feel

good about myself?"

In order to increase your level of self-confidence, the

people you date must be N's too (see exercise 15 ).

I

discovered this self-

inventory in A, Student's, Survival, Ma nual by Alan Schocnrnker
have revised and included here.

,

which

I

These questions may help you determine

if the person you are dating is nurturant enough for you so that you both

have a good chance for growth, as a couple.

Number from 1 to 20 on a blank sheet of paper, and respond, with complete
honesty to the following questions:
1.

Do you like the other person as he/she is?

2.

Could you enjoy living with him/her as he/she is?

3.

Does he/she accept you as you are?

4.

Do you try to change your personality to fit his/her needs or demands?

5.

What are your most important values?

6.

Your date’s most important values:

7.

What value conflicts dc you have?

8.

What are your major life goals?

9.

Your date's?

Possible problems.

10.

What strong interests do you share?

11.

What

12.

What are your strongest needs?

13

Your date's strongest

.

interests do you

have which are not chared?

needs?

Possible problems.

14.

Do they fit?

15 n

relationship?
Does either person dominate the
29
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16.

Does the samo person always give in?

17.

Do you confide in each other?

18.

Are you both satisfied with the amount and type of affection you give
to each other?

19.

Do you feel comfortable with his/her family?

Does she/he feel comfortable with yours?
20.

The crucial questions

Possible problems.

If you were an outsider, reviewing these an-

swers, would you recommend that the relationship continue?

30
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EXERCISE 17
I Often Feel "Self-conscious"

and Don't Know What to Do About It

One way to assure lack of self-confidence and self-rejection is to anti-

cipate other people's reactions before they actually occur.

Fantasizing

—

self -destructive:

expecting disasters

and anticipating consequences before they occur can be
you inhibit yourself from making contact, with others by
or successes before they happen.

John 0, Stevens offers a poignant example to illustrate this self-

defeating behavior:
A student spent a lot of time for several months Imagining asking a particular girl in his class for a date. This fruitless preoccupation with his fantasy wasted a sizable chunk of his life. If
he had really used this fantasy, he could have realized that although useless as a fantasy, asking her for a date could be very useful in reality. If he actually asks her for a date, either she says
yes and they can develop their relationship further, or she says no
and he can turn his attention toward some other girl who might be
more receptive. In either case life begins to move and flow again,
instead of remaining stuck in an unactualized fantasy. Who knows
how many other friendly girls may have been available, or may have
even approached him while he was preoccupied with this fantasy?
Of course, if he asks her for a date, he runs the risk of rejection if she says no, or the challenge of a close personal relationship if she says yes. He avoids confronting the situation and
situation.
so it remains unfinished. This is the typical conflict
opposite
His urge in one direction is opposed by an urge in the
of
direction: his wish to be close to her is opposed by fears
difference
closeness or rejection. However, there is an important
is at least
between these two urges. His desire to be close to her
probably feel
partly his response to her presence now, and he can
response to
this response clearly in his body. His fears are in
occur if he tells
his fantasy about the future what he imagines may
asks her for a date. His fantasy of the

—

her of his liking her and
present.
future kills the expression of himself in the
first for him to fully
is
The remedy for this kind of situation
for him to fully renext
realize that his fears are fantasies, and
much more about
express
alize that these are his fantasies -that they
responsi .1 y.
his
that they are
him than they do about the girl, and
rejection, he must realize
For instance, if his fantasy is mostly of
give
He doesn
girl.
that it is he who rejects himse K, not the
w
He does it himself, but
the girl a chance to reject him!
rejection and imagines th at the
own
realizing it. He alienates his
become deeply aware of this
girl will reject him. If he can really
with it, he can become
part of himself that rejects, and identify
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free of his catastrophic fantasies and free to express himself.
With awareness, his fantasies can support his life instead of
(John 0, Stevens, 1971, pp. 31-32).
paralyzing it

Another way to express this principle is Perl’s definition of anxiety
..."the gap between the now and later."

All too often we fill this gap with

guesses about what we think will happen if we do this or that; sometimes we
fantasize consequences that threaten our self-esteem before we even try some-

thing out.

This way we lose before we begin.

So this is the issue of doing

versus worrying; if you give up before you try, I guarantee that you will
lose.

Some specific suggestions
self-consciousness.
There are two specific suggestions that may help reduce
The first suggestion is to develop your listening skills.

As you become more

less conscious of
aware of the other person and his or her message, you become

yourself.

composed
Researchers have shown that good listening is primarily

gestures or sounds to reward
of a) eye contact b) posture and c) the use of

the person who is talking.

Listening
looks above the heads of his or
Have you ever noticed a professor who
floor?
her students or who keeps looking at the

even at you?
son is communicating with you or

Do you feel like that p

You communicate not only at-

nonsomeone, you also pick up important
tentiveness by looking directly at

posture and face.
verbal cues from their gestures,

You don't have to stare

or her, you
but if you avoid looking at him
at someone to make eye contact,
good general
Leaning forward slightly is a
are not listening effectively.
show your
attentiveness. How else can you
posture that shows interest and

interest?

gestures, saying "Yeah..."
Head nods, smiles, facial
32
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(or whatever

is your style) are all ways of maintaining contact with the per-

son who is talking and rewarding them for talking.

Another behavior that is essential to avoid self-consciousness is to
stop rehearsing what you are going to say while the other person is still

talking.

Listen to a friend for five minutes (ask them to talk about anything

they like.)

When they're finished, ask them about your eye contact, posture,

and head nods (or whatever you use).

Ask yourself about rehearsing:

you forming a reply while he or she was still talking?

were

Record the results

below:

My friend observe d

I observed

Self -acceptance and Making yourself known
There is a vicious cycle of not accepting yourself and not revealing

yourself.

People only trust other people who they know , but if you don’t

accept yourself you often don't share personal information.

We obtain much

but if you don't expose
of our self -acceptance from our acceptance by others,
the self-acceptance
yourself, you don't get this acceptance from others or

that follows.

Showing yourself involves taking a risk:

if you reveal per-

what you have disclosed— but
sonal information the other person may abuse

you never know until you test this out.
cycle, and to become less selfOne way to break out of this vicious
hopes, fears, goals and dreams to
conscious, is to disclose your private

nurturant people (see exercise 15).

personal
Take the risk of sharing meaningful

revealing
who you find nurturant; besides
information with two new acquaintances

questions about themselves.
yourself, ask them probing
33
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a.

Record hOw you feel about yourself after disclosing yourself
I feel

b.

Record how you feel about the other person

c.

Observe how the relationship has changed:

First person- we became
No change

more distant

Closer

Second person - we became
No change

More distant

Closer

Tree Fantasy
Some fantasies can actually be constructive.

Turn on the cassette again,

please
Did you contact your potential for growth?
What barriers to growth did you contact?
your real ^ite.
What do these fantasized barriers represent in
with them. How.
live
Did you overcome these barriers or learn to
Do you support yourself?
)
(

/

\
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EXERCISE 18:
What I've Done,,, and What I H a ven’t Done
I now ask that you review your pattern of responding to the previous

Check your responses to the
check off?

cheklist for each unit.

submits-

How many "No's" did you

How Come?

If yours is a pattern of avoidance:

do.

you really want to change?

I do

not

expect that you would try everything (and certain units may just not apply to

your personal situations

,

)

but if you refused to try^almost all of the experi-

ments, then you may have no genuine interest in changing your behavior.
is perfectly legitimate, as long as you are aware of it.

change may not be now.

This

The time for you to

In fact, any way that you can make it is O.K.

as you're not hurting someone and you're aware of yowp defenses.

as long

Your defenses

may be fine; they kept ycu alive so far, and you've got it together enough to be

reading this.

But if you find yourself rationalizing about your rationalizations

the fact that
for not trying these experiments, then perhaps you can't accept

you're stuck.

As

you through this.

Perl's would say,

"You're at an impasse" and only you can get

Acknowledging this, "I'm stuck... I don’t want to change..."

may be the beginning of becoming unstuck.

CHECK LIST AND RECORD

Exercise 1

:

Gestalt Exaggeration.
NO.

If no:

If yes:

I
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This experiment is worth trying

YES

tried this and observed

I will not try this because

\
Exercise

2

:

A Step at a
If yes:

If no:

Exercise

3

:

YES

NO.

I will not try this because

Changing your sign.

If no:

:

This experiment is worth trying

tried this and observed

I

If yes:

Exercise 4

time.

—————YES

-

will not try this because

Polarities.

This experiment is work trying

YES

NO..

If yes
:

If no:

Exercise

5

I

will not try this because

Why Change?

If no:

This experiment is worth trying

I tried this and observed

If yes:

I

—— NO.

tried this and observed

I

I

This experiment is worth trying

will not try this because

YES

NO.
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Exercise 6:

Contact

Withdrawal.

£

NO.

If no:

Exercise 7:

If yes:

If no:

8:

will not try this because

I

No.

If yes:

If yes:

Exercise 10

:

tried this and observed

This experiment is worth trying.
I

tried this and observed

This experiment is worth trying

If no:

YES

NO

will not try this because

i

Being therapist. This experiment is worth trying.
If yes:

YES

I tried this arid observed

If yes:

If no:

YES

will not try this because

I

Failing tests.

9:

This experiment is worth trying.

I will not try this because

NO.

Exercise

I

Always in a hurry.

If no:

YES

I tried this and observed

lislike the way I look.
.

Exercise

This experiment is worth trying

I

I

tried this and observed

will not try this because

YES

NO
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Exercise 11:

Teaching self-confidence.
NO.

If no.

Exercise 12:

If yes:

I

If no:

Exercise 15:

NO

If yes:

I

This experiment is worth trying

tried this and observed

I will not try this because

Increasing Strengths.
NO.

Exercise 14.

tried this and observed

Changing crushers and shoulds.

If no:

If yes:

I

YES

This experi-ent is worth trying

tried this and observed

I will not try this because

Can't say "No".

This experiment is worth trying

If yes:

I tried this and observed

If no:

I

will not try this because

Who's My Friend?
If yes:

YES

will not try this because

YES

Exercise 13:

I

This experiment is worth trying

This experiment is worth trying

I tried this and observed

If no ‘I will not try this because

YES

.

.
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Exercise 16

Who I 'm dating

:

If yes:

If no:

Exercise 17.

.

This experiment is worth trying

I will not try this because

If yes:

If no:

This experiment is worth trying

I

NO

will not try this because

YES

is worth trying

of Yesses

If yes:

If no:

YES

I tried this and observed

A check on what I’ve done.

#

NO

tried this and observed

I

Self-conscious.

Exercise 18:

YES

I

I

#

(Reviewing the above)
NO

of Nos

tried this and observed

will not try this because

l

39

This experiment
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Some References , as they first appear in the text; you may want to check
some of thon out (all the good ones are paperback.)

Introduction
Personal Growth for Teachers. Boy u Tine, 1971,

Expanding the Self:
Brown, Iowa.

O.K. as a reference for me, not too helpful for you, unless you are
a teacher.

In and Out the Garbage Fail, Fritz Peris, 1969, Real People Press,
Utah.

Perl’s autobiography

—

some real insights into a great man.

Exercise 2
Creative Divorce,

I

el Xrantzler, 1973, Evans, W.Y.

You don’t have to be divorced to learn from this book
have to want to grow.

Exercise

you just

5

John 0. Stevens, 1971, Real People Press, Utah.
and awareness
Many fantasy trips, with an emphasis on self-awareness
gave me the
(He
yourself.
of others. A real help towards knowing
idea for the tree fantasy.)

Awareness

,

Exercise 7
The

rw.« nt

Dede Wallace
and behav ior..., Willi* H. Fitts, 1972,

Center, Tenn.

technical
A good research overview but much too
professionals.
counselors and other
^

this is for

Exercise 9
Blue stein, 1972, (U. of Mass. Bookstore)
The Mo-Sweat Study Guide, David
to take tests, Written in a folksy,
Helpful info on how to study, how

down-to-earth style.
Self,Management:

A Guide to

i

ore Effective Studjr,

Independent Learning Systems Inc.
and study techniques.
Good information on contracting
Bluestein's brief guide.
40

E. Murdock,

1970,

More detailed than
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Effective Study

,

Francis I. Robinson, 1961, Harper

{

Row, H.Y.

Dy the origination of the SCJE method; the most detailed of all.
Lots of information, but a course in itself!

Exercise 12
Horn to

liin

,

James and Jongeward, 1971, Addison-Wesley,

I

ass.

Transactional analysis with a hint of Gestalt experiments; a do-ityourself course in understanding self and others. Really fine.
Contact - The First Four

1

inutes

,

Zunin

"•

Zunin, 1972, Ballantine

Books, N.Y.

A good introduction on how to establish lasting relationships.
Exercise 13
Reaching Out . D. U, Johnson, 1972, Prentice-Hall,

II.

J.

expressing feelings,
self-disclosure and other interpersonal skills. You need a friend
or a group of friends to do the exercises, though.

i.any fine exercises on communication skills,

Exercise 16
A Student’s Survival Fanual , Alan N. Schoonmaker, 1971, Harper & Row,
IT.

Y.

Schoonmaker is a former teacher who is concerned with survival
strategies* Concerns include what to do if you're lonely, want sex,
marriage, or drugs; graduate school and job hunting are also
discussed in a caring way.

41
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Evaluation Form - Psychology 120

In order to improve this package, I need your evaluation of the effectiveness of the exercises in increasing your level of self-confidence. Your complete
honesty will be really helpful.
Were the directions for using the unit clear to you?
please explain)

Was the language clear?

YES

Was the format easy to follow?

YES

(Circle number)

not very
helpful
4

3

2

(If NO,

NO

moderately
helpful

1

NO

NO

Were the exercises helpful to you?

very
helpful

YES

5

What exercises were most or least helpful to you?

(Circle number)
.not very
helpful.'

moderately
helpful

very
helpful
Exercise 1
Gestalt
exaggeration

1

2

3

4

5

Exercise 2: A step
at a time

1

2

3

4

5

Exercise 3
changing
your sign

1

2

3

4

5

Polarities

1

2

3

4

5

Why Change?

1

2

3

4

5

i

2

3

4

5

Exercise 7: Dislike the
way I look

i

2

3

4

5

i

2

3

4

5

Exercise 8: Always in
a hurry

2

3

4

5

i

2

3

4

5

i

:

:

Exercise 4
Exercise

:

5:

Exercise 6: Contact
Withdrawal

Exercise 9
tests

Failing

:

Being
Exercise 10
Therapist
:

5

121
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very
helpful

moderately
helpful

not very
helpful

Exercise 11: Teaching
Self-confidence

1

2

3

4

5

Exercise 12
Changing
crushers and shoulds

1

2

3

4

5

Exercise 13: Increasing
Strengths

1

2

3

4

5

Exercise 14:
"NO"

Can’t Say

1

2

3

4

5

Exercise 15:
Friend?

Who’s my

1

2

3

4

5

Exercise 16:
dating

Who I’m

1

2

3

4

5

Exercise 17 : Selfconscious

1

2

3

4

5

Exercise 18: A check on
what I’ve done

1

2

3

4

5

:

(Circle number)

Which fantasy trips were most or least helpful to you?

not very
helpful

moderately
helpful

very
helpful
Car Fantasy

1

2

3

4

5

Tree Fantasy

1

2

3

4

5

Tension Awareness

1

2

3

4

5

Was undesired behavior reduced?

completely

75%

50%

Was desired behavior increased?
completely
75%
50%

By how much?
25%

No change

By how much?
25%^

What changes in behavior did you observe?

No change

122
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How appropriate is the package for community college students?

If you had friends who wanted to increase their self-confidence would you recommend this package to them?

NO

YES

MAYBE

What other comments might you have on how to improve this unit?
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TSCS Data Obtained from Each of the Thirteen Subjects

(x-x)

(X-X)
Dev.

Dev.
from
bj<

TSCS
Pre-test

n
x2 Dev.

mean
X

from
mean
X

TSCS
Post- test

squared

2 „
Dev.
squared

x

1

315

12

144

348

4

16

2

280

47

2209

296

48

2304

3

330

3

9

361

17

289

4

350

23

529

352

8

64

5

279

48

2304

310

34

1156

6

384

57

3249

387

43

1849

7

348

21

441

343

1

1

8

327

0

0

383

39

1521

9

385

58

3364

387

43

1849

10

312

15

225

338

4

16

11

319

8

64

346

2

4

12

295

32

1024

292

52

2704

13

323

4

16

335

1

1

X=4247

M=327

x =13 578

X=4478

—
2

SD =

SD =

= 1044

13

2
1

M
1

2

SD

n<

t

-”2

327 - 344
2

+ SD

n|

80 + 70

_

-1?_

>H50

11774

n

n

13

t =

—
SD

1044 80

=

M=344
2

1^78

n

SD
n

2

13

2

x =11774

= 905

2
_

2

13

_
" 70

17 = 1.39
12.25

n.

=1.39 (p>.05 for one-tailed test

of significance)
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Exercise 1, Revision:

to be added to the exercise, Gestalt Exaggeration.

By exaggerating your lack of self-confidence, you may come to
experience the limits of your dilemna.

hear yourself saying, "Now wait

a

When you go too far, you may

minute, that's not me

.

.

This

signifies that you are now fully aware of the boundaries of your situation.

Exaggeration to the height of the rediculous often permits humor to

intervene and to break self-induced tension.

If you are afraid that

you sweat a lot, and you try to exaggerate this, seeing yourself as the
"world's best sweater," it may actually help calm you.

If you try to

practice what you are afraid will happen, you may find your fears reduced.
For example, if you are afraid that you will blush or stammer, try

blushing and stammering on purpose and you may come to control this
behavior.

So exaggerations may result in surprising consequences:

instead of becoming stuck in the quagmire, you may begin to extricate
yourself.
Use the space below to draw a picture of yourself (such as the
following) that represents an exaggerated view of your situation.

^

J
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Exercise 4» Revision:

to be added to the exercise, Polarities.

Set up two chairs across from each other and sit down in one chair.

While in this first chair, talk like a person who has no self-confidence.
Start like this:

’'I’ve

got no confidence in myself ..., I just can't

make it ••• I haven't got what it takes ..."

Continue talking like this

until you run out of ways to describe how you lack self-confidence.
When you start slowing down or seem to be finished, move into the
other chair and begin talking as if you were a very confident person.

You might start by saying:

what

I

"I'm a very confident person ... I can do

want to do ... I have what it takes ..."

Continue to talk like

this confident person until you slow down or seem unable to think of

new ways to express your confidence.
Then switch back to the first chair and start talking, as the un-

confident person again.

Let the confident person interrupt (sit in the

second chair) and start talking, disagreeing with the unconfident person.

Switch back to the unconfident person, again in the first chair,

arguing your case.

Switch back and forth as the discussion between these

two aspects of yourself continues.
end of the conversation.

point of view.
saying?

Try to have a dialogue towards the

In other words, try to see the other side's

Can you appreciate what they, that is

what you, are
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If a third part of yourself, perhaps a compromiser, appears, then
let this party have a part in the conversation (perhaps bringing in a
third chair, drawing in the two chairs closer to each other, or sitting
on the floor between the two chairs).

Eventually bring the conversation

to an end.

Write down what you learned from this experiment.
that

I

have learned
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Revised Evaluation Items:

to be added to the evaluation form#

Please check the appropriate boxes.
I found that the graphics

1

(cartoons and pictures) were

too few

|

I

I

about right

I

I

too many

and

Q unattractive
Q about right
Q distracting

Comments
The language was
1

I

too difficult

1

1

about right

i

I

too easy

Comments
The exercises were separated from each other, or
1

1

too compressed

1

I

about right

0 too spread apart
Comments
The steps within exercises were
too small

[

|

1

\

and

about right

tH to ° bi S

Q slow moving
Q about right
too

1

I

too fast moving

Comments
The exercises let me become actively involved
]
I

]

|

|

too little involvement

about right
too much involvement

Comments

———
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For Exercise 2:
Note:

"..." represents a pause.

Car Fantasy Transcript

Close your eyes ... become aware of your breathing.

As you breathe out, let

your tension out too ... Think of yourself as a car ...

What kind of a car

are you? ... Become aware of the condition you are in ... What year, make, and

style are you? ... Now start your engine.

What does your engine sound like?

... Start moving ... As you're moving become aware of the road surface ...

What's the road like? ... How fast are you traveling? ... Are there any

obstacles to your traveling? ... Become aware of the country side ... What is

it like? ... Are you going up or down hills? ... Do you meet any other cars?
if you
... What are they like? ... Do you meet any trucks? ... What happens

try to pass another car? ... Do they let you pass or are they road hogs? ...
weather
Do you have any breakdowns? ... Any accidents? ... What is the
Now in
like? ... Clear or foggy or snowbound? ... Is it night or day? ...
heading? ...
the distance you become aware of some place ... Where are you
time passes
You're moving towards your destination ... Time passes ... More

Did you get there? ... What shape
... You stop. Then turn off your engine...

or break down along the
are you in? ... Did you get stuck, have a flat tire,

How do you feel about yourself
way? ... How do you look to others now? ...
eyes ... Now, return to exercise 2.
... about others? ... Open your
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For Exercise 15 :

Identifying Tension Transcript

Close your eyes and become aware of your hands ... Now begin to contract
the muscles of your hands, get them tight, into fists ... tight ... Feel

the tension, and slowly relax the muscles of your hands ... Let your hands
go ... Become aware of the difference now as you consciously relax your

hands ... Now begin to tense up your forearms ... Get them hard, tense ...

Now let your forearms go ... let them go ... Begin to tense your upper arms
... get them tight ... Then relax your upper arms ... Let them go ... Now

tense up your forehead ... Now let your forehead relax ... Tense up the

muscles around your eyes, squint your eyes shut tight, tense up your jaw
and lips ... Now let your eyes relax, relax your jaw and lips ... Become

aware of your breathing ... Take a few deep breaths ... Tense up first your
neck, then your shoulders ... Now relax first your neck, then your shoulders
...

Contract your back from the upper to the lower back ... hold it ...

Now let a wave of relaxation sweep over your back from top to bottom ...

Let your back relax ... Tense your upper chest, now your stomach muscles
... Now relax first your upper chest and now your abdominal muscles ...

Tense up your buttocks ... feel the tension ... Now relax your buttocks
feet, lower
... Contract your thighs and calves, ankles, upper part of your

part of your feet, tense up right to your toes ... Now relax the muscles of

your thighs, your calves, ankles, feet, down through to your toes

your legs relax.
exercise 15

... let

Soon you will open your eyes and you may return to
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For Exercise 17 :
Tree Fantasy Transcript

Become aware of your breathing ••• Let the tension flow out as you take
a few deep breaths.

Think of yourself as a tree ... What kind of a tree

are you? ... Become aware of yourself as a tree ... What are your branches
like? ... What are your roots like? ... What about your surroundings? ...

Where are you growing? ... What's your environment like? ... Let it be

summer ... What is summer like for you as a tree? ... What is the weather
like? ... Now the days are getting shorter ... Now let the season change
to fall ... What is autumn like? ... What happens in autumn? ... It's

getting colder ... Let it be winter ... What is this season like? ...

What senses are you aware of? ... What do you experience? ... Now it's

warming up ... The earth is warmed by the sun, the rains come ... Let it
be spring ... What is spring like for you? ... What happens to you in the

spring? ... Are you alone or are there others nearby? ... What happens
to you as a tree? ... Stay with the fantasy for a little while longer,

then draw the fantasy to an end, and slowly open your eyes. ... ...

You may return to exercise 17.

APPENDIX
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An Outline of the Week During Which Students

Evaluated the Prescriptive Unit
Instructions to Students in Psychology 120

I.

These directions were administered during the seventh week of classes,
prior to the students' receiving the prescriptive unit.

The students

were told:
This is a package for students that I have developed. In
order to improve the unit, you are being asked to take this
home to work with the unit, that is, to read all the exercises,
and to assess how this could be imnroved. The unit is yours
to keep, but please return the completed evaluation form one
week from today. The evaluation forms are anonymous, and your
complete honesty in evaluating this unit is requested. Please
suspend your regular reading assignments during this week,
and work instead with this unit.
II.

Students attended regular classes; the content of the prescriptive
unit, other than the fantasy trips and the tension identification

exercise, were not discussed in these classes.

The fantasies and

the tension identification exercise were conducted in class.
(See Appendix I for verbatim transcripts.)

